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ABSTRACT

Multicore architectures impose great pressure on resource management. The exploration

spaces available for resource management increase explosively, especially for large-scale high-

end computing systems. The availability of abundant parallelism causes scalability concerns

at all levels. Multicore architectures also impose pressure on power management. Growth

in the number of cores causes continuous growth in power.

In this dissertation, we introduce methods and techniques to enable scalable and energy

efficient execution of parallel applications on multicore architectures. We study strategies

and methodologies that combine DCT and DVFS for the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming

model. Our algorithms yield substantial energy saving (8.74% on average and up to 13.8%)

with either negligible performance loss or performance gain (up to 7.5%).

To save additional energy for high-end computing systems, we propose a power-aware

MPI task aggregation framework. The framework predicts the performance effect of task

aggregation in both computation and communication phases and its impact in terms of

execution time and energy of MPI programs. Our framework provides accurate predictions

that lead to substantial energy saving through aggregation (64.87% on average and up to

70.03%) with tolerable performance loss (under 5%).

As we aggregate multiple MPI tasks within the same node, we have the scalability concern

of memory registration for high performance networking. We propose a new memory regis-

tration/deregistration strategy to reduce registered memory on multicore architectures with



helper threads. We investigate design polices and performance implications of the helper

thread approach. Our method efficiently reduces registered memory (23.62% on average and

up to 49.39%) and avoids memory registration/deregistration costs for reused communica-

tion memory. Our system enables the execution of application input sets that could not run

to the completion with the memory registration limitation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditional single microprocessor designs have exerted great effort to increase processor

frequency and exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP) to improve performance. However,

they have arrived at a bottleneck wherein doubling the number of transistors in a serial

CPU results in only a modest increase in performance with a significant increase in energy.

This bottleneck has motivated us into the multicore era. With multicore, we can achieve

higher throughput with acceptable power [104, 110], although the core-level frequency of a

multicore processor may be lower than that of a serial CPU. To continue scaling throughput

performance, more and more cores are placed on a die/chip , for example, an Intel Single-chip

Cloud Computer with 48 cores [128], a Tilera TILE-Gx processor with 100 cores [91] and

an AMD Phenom II X6 1090T with 6 cores [90]. With this trend of an increasing number

of cores on a chip, the previous performance trend—doubling performance per processing

element every couple years—is ended. Instead, we observe that doubling the number of

processors causes many programs to go twice as fast [93].

The switch to parallel microprocessor implies widespread in-depth changes to software

design and implementation. It is predicted that multicore architectures and the supporting

software technologies will reset microprocessor hardware and software roadmaps for the next
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30 years [11]. The popularity of multicore architectures calls for new design considerations for

high performance applications, parallel programming models, operating systems, compiler

designs and so on.

In this chapter, we provide the necessary background for understanding the research

performed in this dissertation. In particular, section 1.1 provides insights into the chal-

lenges and problems that we attempt to address on multicores. Section 1.3 summarizes the

contributions that we make in this dissertation. Section 1.4 outlines the remainder of this

dissertation.

1.1 Research Challenges on Multicore

The primary consequence of using multicores is that applications have to be concurrent in

order to exploit the continuing exponential processor throughput gains. Therefore, program-

ming languages and systems are increasingly forced to deal with concurrency. Meanwhile,

efficiency and performance optimization, which were well researched on serial CPUs, become

more important in multicores due to the need to leverage hardware resources fully and to

boost performance. The efforts that were invested on serial CPUs must be transitioned

and adapted to the new parallelism provided by multicores. Presently, we are still in the

process of this adaption and transition. A simple example is the popular parallel program-

ming model MPI [63]. While born as a standard for communication among processes mainly

across nodes, many changes have been introduced to optimize MPI performance on multicore

platforms, for example, optimizing intra-node communication [37, 38, 101] and optimizing

collective operations [124, 180, 182]. Today, MPI is still undergoing changes to adapt to

the multicore revolution. The mechanisms and policies to leverage the abundant computing

elements to improve MPI performance are still under exploration. Many questions on how

to implement MPI on heterogenous multicores are still open and widely debated.
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In this section, we discuss two topics that are important for high performance execution on

multicore platforms: scalability and power-awareness. They are two of the major challenges

on multicores [50].

1.1.1 Scalable Execution on Multicore

Scalable execution requires efficient resource management. Resource management includes

determining the configuration of applications and systems at a given concurrency level: for

example, how many tasks should be placed within the same multicore node and how to

distribute tasks scheduled into the same node between idle cores. Resource management

may also indicate adjusting adaptable frequencies of processors by voltage and frequency

settings [40]. Along with an increasing of number of nodes and number of processors/cores

in high-end computing systems, resource management becomes more challenging, because

the exploration space available for choosing configurations increase explosively.

We use the following simple example to explain this problem. Suppose we have two

quad-core symmetric processors within a node and we decide to aggregate four applications

or to place four threads into the same node. We can put them on the same processor

(Figure 1.1(a)), or different processor with die sharing (Figure 1.1(b)), or without die sharing

(Figure 1.1(c)). We can even put them in an unbalanced way (Figure 1.1(d)). Therefore, just

for the case of four applications/threads per node, we have four feasible options. We further

assume that there are three frequency scales available at each core and we can selectively

change the frequency of each core. Then we have 12,099 different configurations from which

to choose. Therefore, even with this simple example we have a large exploration space that

is not seen with serial CPUs. This example does not even consider a NUMA system or

an asymmetric processor like Cell broadband engine [39], which will further increase option

counts. We predict that this resource management problem will be further exacerbated for

3



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.1: Feasible concurrency configurations with four applications/threads per node

future exascale systems equipped with many-core chips.

The explosively increased exploration space requires scalable resource management. To

determine the appropriate configurations, we must pinpoint the optimal points in the explo-

ration space without testing every possible configuration. We also must avoid introducing a

negative performance impact during the process of configuration determination.

In addition to resource management, scalable execution also implies scalability concerns

at other levels. For example, we need parallel programming models that support scalable

programming; we must avoid performance bottlenecks caused by resource contention that

occurs on the shared resources.

1.1.2 Power-Aware Execution

Power-aware execution is the other challenge posed by multicore. Growth in the number of

cores of large-scale systems causes continual growth in power. Today several of the most

powerful supercomputers equipped with multicore nodes on the TOP500 List [161] require
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up to 10 megawatts of peak power–enough to sustain a city of 40,000 people [59]. The best

supercomputer power efficiency is about 0.5-0.7 Gigaflops/Watt [167]. As far as the future

exascale systems are concerned, they will require at least 40 Gigaflops/Watt to maintain the

total cost of ownership, which means two orders of magnitude improvement is needed [167].

It has also been noted that the power dissipation of computational components increases

by 2.7 times every two years [28]. With the present trend in power increase, the cost of

supplying electrical power will quickly become as large as the initial purchase price of the

computing system [15]. High power consumption leads to high utility costs and causes many

facilities to reach full capacity sooner than expected. It can even limit performance due to

thermal stress on hardware [59].

To alleviate the power/energy crisis faced by high performance computing communities,

people have devised novel hardware and software techniques to reduce power and energy

consumption. Research has focused on driving new levels of energy-efficiency through hard-

ware optimization. Although hardware approaches have the potential to reduce power and

energy significantly [28], they lack flexibility and have a long development period. Also,

people cannot easily verify hardware functionality and must resort to hardware simulation.

Optimized software, on the other hand, has benefits for power/energy control that cannot be

achieved by hardware: (1) it can use very fine-grained system information (e.g., process-level

memory usage or application workload characteristics), which is helpful for designing delicate

power/energy control schemes and conducting performance analysis; (2) it provides greater

flexibility in studying power efficiency for distributed and parallel systems (e.g., thermal-

aware process migration [41, 130, 131, 190] or dynamically distributing users workloads for

high-end servers [80, 82, 149]). In addition, software can explore and leverage hardware (e.g.,

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and cooling fan [119]) to reduce power and

heat. In this dissertation, we will resort to software control for power and energy control on

multicore systems.
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Using software to improve the power efficiency of HPC applications on multicore systems

poses several challenges. (1) The modeling/prediction of power on multicore systems is a

challenge. The modeling/prediction must be accurate enough to reflect power/energy vari-

ance when our hardware usage is changed; it must also be lightweight enough so that we

can leverage it at runtime. (2) We face many unknowns with power consumption for large

scale high-end computing systems, which have a more significant power problem than small

scale clusters. For example, how will the power saving opportunities vary as we scale the

system? Does program execution at larger scales always lead to higher energy consumption?

Will power control techniques such as DVFS be effective at larger scale? Exploring power

issues at a large scale is useful for detecting the tradeoff between performance and power

consumption. (3) Parallel applications have unique power and thermal characteristics, which

are not seen in traditional serial applications (e.g., variant power consumption across appli-

cation threads and thermal interaction between cores). We need to capture, to investigate

and even to leverage these characteristics.

The above concerns for scalability and power-awareness can be interleaved. For example,

the performances of some applications fail to scale with the number of processing elements

due to inherent program characteristics and architectural properties [50]. By appropriately

selecting the number of processing elements used to execute these applications, we can have

both performance improvements and energy savings.

1.2 Research Objectives

This dissertation aims to create efficient software control methodologies to improve the per-

formance of high performance computing applications in terms of both execution time and

energy. Our work is an attempt to adapt software stacks to emerging multicore systems.

The objective of this research is: (1) to design and to implement efficient resource man-
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Figure 1.2: The relationship between the three thesis parts

agement tools for large-scale HPC systems based on multicore architectures; (2) to identify,

to study, and to model power and energy problems that are unique in multicore architec-

tures and manifest themselves at scale on high-end computing systems; (3) to investigate

the characteristics of high performance computing applications that can be leveraged to

reduce power and energy; and (4) to develop a performance-directed power/energy-aware

software control framework. The framework should be scalable to systems with many nodes

with many cores each and should minimize its impact on the performance of applications.

The scope of this research extends across system software and hardware in several layers:

the parallel programming model, communication library, operating system and processor

architecture.

This dissertation consists of three parts. The relationship of the three parts is de-

picted in Figure 1.2. First, we explore power-aware models and algorithms for the hybrid

MPI/OpenMP programming model on multicore systems. Second, we propose aggregating

multiple tasks within the same node as a further step towards power/energy saving. To

solve the scalability problem of memory registration for high performance networking when

aggregating tasks, we then propose in the third part a novel memory registration scheme

with helper threads. All three parts form the framework for scalable and energy efficient

executions of parallel applications on multicore systems.
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1.3 Research Contributions

In this subsection, we discuss particular research contributions made in the completion of

this work. Each contribution will be presented with more detail in subsequent chapters of

this dissertation.

1.3.1 Hybrid MPI/OpenMP Power-Aware Computing

With the current strong trend towards packing more cores on each processor and scaling

high-end computing systems to tens of thousands of nodes, more programs are expected

to be written in hybrid programming models, such as MPI/OpenMP [148], to utilize both

shared memory and distributed memory for efficient communication best.

Prior research in power-aware execution focuses on programs written in a single pro-

gramming model, typically MPI [63] or OpenMP [141]. However, a hybrid programming

model that combines MPI and OpenMP is growing in popularity due to its suitability for

large-scale systems with multicore processors. We study how to apply power saving tech-

niques (in particular DVFS and DCT) in a hybrid MPI/OpenMP setting. This application

is challenging since our problem expands from one dimension (single programming model)

to two dimensions (hybrid model), which greatly increases the complexity of our exploration

in the configuration space.

We study the performance implications of applying DCT in hybrid applications. Specifi-

cally, we analyze the implicit penalty of concurrent throttling on last-level cache misses and

propose a DCT algorithm that aggregates OpenMP phases to overcome this problem. We

also consider the effects of applying DCT locally without considering the interaction between

tasks and propose a novel interaction-aware DCT coordination scheme.

We present a method that classifies hybrid applications in order to facilitate the iden-

tification of slack time and characterizes the slack available for DVFS, considering both
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intra-node and inter-node interaction effects. We formalize the problem of frequency selec-

tion and propose a solution that uses dynamic programming.

Based on studies of DCT and DVFS, we model hybrid OpenMP/MPI applications when

their shared-memory components are executed under a varying degree of concurrency and

their waiting phases are executed under varying frequency, using DCT and DVFS respec-

tively. The derived models formalize execution behaviors and energy saving opportunities.

We further investigate three strategies of applying DCT and DVFS and identify the best

strategy that minimizes energy consumption.

To apply the power-aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model, we must estimate

power consumption and execution time of OpenMP phases with variant concurrency and

frequency configurations. Therefore, we present a system power estimation method and an

execution time prediction method that uses the sample configurations to learn execution

properties and to make predictions.

Based on our study, we develop a runtime library that performs online adaptation of

DVFS and DCT for hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications. We study energy saving opportu-

nities in both strong scaling and weak scaling using realistic parallel applications on system

scales of up to 1024 cores.

1.3.2 Power-Aware MPI Task Aggregation Prediction

Emerging large-scale systems have many nodes with several processors per node and multiple

cores per processor. These systems require effective task distribution between cores, proces-

sors and nodes to achieve high levels of performance and utilization. Current scheduling

strategies distribute tasks between cores according to a count of available cores, but ignore

the execution time and energy implications of task aggregation (i.e., grouping multiple tasks

within the same node or the same multicore processor). Task aggregation can save signifi-
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cant energy while sustaining or even improving performance. However, choosing an effective

task aggregation becomes more difficult as the core count and the options available for task

placement increase.

We divide the task aggregation problem into three sub-problems: predicting the impact

of task count per node on computation; predicting the communication cost of all aggrega-

tion patterns and; combining the computation and communication predictions to choose an

aggregation pattern with minimal energy consumption.

To predict computation performance, we set up a piecewise linear model to predict the

IPC of computation phases with different aggregation patterns. To predict communication

performance, we first analyze how communication performance is sensitive to task placement

within the node and across the nodes. Then we formalize the problem of deciding how tasks

should be aggregated given an aggregation pattern in order to optimize communication per-

formance. We map the problem into a graph partitioning problem and solve with a heuristic

algorithm. Then we propose a method of predicting an upper bound of communication time

across different aggregation levels.

We implement a tool suite to facilitate task aggregation. We evaluate our method on

system scales of up to 1024 cores. We also study the effects of task aggregation with strong

scaling tests.

1.3.3 Scalable Network Memory Registration Using Helper Threads

Many high performance networks leverage remote direct memory access (RDMA) to achieve

high bandwidth transfers. RDMA operations require memory registration, which explicitly

identifies the memory used in these transfers. Further, every page of the communication

buffer must be pinned to prevent swapping by the OS. Pinning memory limits adaptability

of the memory system and reduces the amount of memory that user processes can allocate.
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Pinned memory is also a precious resource. CMPs increase the challenge of the memory

registration problem since the demand for registered memory grows linearly with the number

of processes on the node.

We propose a novel memory registration strategy that reduces the size of registered

memory in pinned-based high performance networks. Our approach hides the cost of dy-

namic memory management by offloading all dynamic memory registration/deregistration

requests to a dedicated memory management helper thread, while sustaining performance.

Our solution makes more memory available to the application.

The helper thread hides operation latency through proactive memory registration and

asynchronous deregistration. In particular, the helper thread predicts when it should register

which memory locations using a communication context-aware predictor. The predictor

leverages the predictability of HPC applications to achieve high prediction accuracy with a

short learning process. The helper thread uses time-oriented techniques that avoid increasing

critical path latencies. To leverage idle cores efficiently, we also investigate two design policies

(i.e., aggressive and conservative policies) to distribute helper threads.

We implement our helper thread mechanism within the Open MPI communication li-

brary. We apply it to HPC applications, including communication intensive applications,

and perform a detailed study of the variance of registered memory in both strong scaling

and weak scaling tests. We investigate how our helper thread affects the registered memory

size when aggregating multiple tasks per node.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we review related work and present the context for the research performed

in this dissertation. In particular, we provide background and literature survey for eight
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different areas: the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model; power-aware MPI program-

ming models; performance issues of concurrency throttling; power and energy estimation for

multicores; communication performance models; multicore effects on communication; effi-

cient memory registration for high performance networking; and exploring the predictability

of HPC applications.

In Chapter 3, we describe our research of power-aware modeling for hybrid MPI/OpenMP

applications. We present how we apply DCT and DVFS to save energy as well as the optimal

strategies to apply the two techniques. We present novel models to predict performance and

power consumption with different configurations.

In Chapter 4, we investigate, evaluate, and model the performance impact coming from

task aggregation on multicore platforms. We show the significant energy benefits brought

by task aggregation.

In Chapter 5, we present a novel scalable memory registration scheme. We describe our

design and implementation details. We present a study of how to leverage idle cores efficiently

to distribute helper threads. Our experiments explore the performance implications of using

helper threads.

In Chapter 6, we explain future work based on our existing research. We discuss the

effects of NUMA systems on DCT and propose potential work. We discuss our ongoing

simulator development to improve prediction accuracy for communication performance. We

discuss exploration of medium-grain concurrency throttling to improve DCT performance.

We also propose aggregating hybrid MPI/OpenMP tasks to improve energy efficiency. Then

we discuss the effects of task aggregation on networking. We present our initial plan of

extending current work to heterogeneous computing environments.

Finally in Chapter 7,we present a brief summary of the research done in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Survey

This dissertation focuses on scalable and energy efficient execution methods on multicores. It

involves power-aware parallel programming models, performance models, power estimation

method, and network performance estimation and optimization. In this chapter, we present

background and work that is most closely related to our own, with each of the eight categories

of work given its own section.

2.1 Hybrid MPI/OpenMP Terminology and Related

Work

Hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming models exploit coarse-grain parallelism at the task

level and medium-grain parallelism at the loop level. Its hierarchical decomposition closely

matches most large-scale HPC systems, which are composed of clustered nodes, each of

which has multiple cores, often distributed across multiple processors. In this disserta-

tion, we consider programs that use the common THREAD MASTERONLY model [148].

The model uses a single master thread to invoke all MPI communication functions outside

of parallel regions, although thread-safe MPI implementations may also allow the use of
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MPI calls inside parallel regions. Almost all MPI programming environments support the

THREAD MASTERONLY model. Applying this model to existing MPI applications re-

quires little programmer effort since the program is explicitly structured as MPI tasks at a

high level.

OpenMP directives parallelize the sequential code of the MPI tasks. The OpenMP pro-

gramming model exploits fast intra-task data communication through shared memory via

loop-level parallelism. While other mechanisms (e.g., POSIX threads) could add multi-

threading to MPI tasks, OpenMP can incrementally parallelize the tasks and facilitates

DCT [48]. Thus it is widely adopted by hybrid applications.

Iterative parallel computations dominate the execution time of scientific applications.

Hybrid programming models exploit these iterations. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical iterative

hybrid MPI/OpenMP computation, which partitions the computational space into subdo-

mains, with each subdomain handled by one MPI task. The communication phase (MPI

operations) exchanges subdomain boundary data or computation results between tasks.

Computation phases that are parallelized with OpenMP constructs follow the communi-

cation phase. We use the term OpenMP phases for the computation phases delineated by

OpenMP parallelization constructs.

Collections of OpenMP phases delineated by MPI operations form OpenMP phase groups,

as shown in Figure 2.1. Typically, MPI collective operations (e.g., MPI Allreduce and

MPI Barrier) or grouped point-to-point completions (e.g., MPI Waitall) delineate OpenMP

phase groups. No MPI primitives occur within an OpenMP phase group. MPI operations

may include slack since the wait times of different tasks can vary due to load imbalance.

Based on notions derived from critical path analysis, the critical task is the task upon which

all other tasks wait.

The configurations of OpenMP phases of hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications can be ad-

justed dynamically. A configuration includes CPU frequency settings and concurrency con-
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Figure 2.1: Typical MPI/OpenMP scheme in scientific applications

figurations. The concurrency configuration specifies how many OpenMP threads to use for a

given OpenMP phase and how to map these threads to processors and cores. We can choose

configurations through OpenMP mechanisms for controlling the number of threads and by

setting the CPU affinity of threads using system calls. We use DCT and DVFS to adjust

configurations so as to avoid performance loss while saving as much energy as possible. Also,

configuration selection should have negligible overhead.

Significant effort has been invested in the study of the performance of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP

programming model. Chow and Hysom attempt to understand the performance of hybrid

MPI/OpenMP programs by describing performance using four parameters: multithreading

efficiency, relative cache efficiency, network interface efficiency and message passing scaled

efficiency. They use the parameters to abstract the characteristics of hybrid applications

and their computing environments and presents results that are useful for the performance

tuning of hybrid MPI/OpenMP. Some work [162] reveals that the hybrid MPI/OpenMP pro-

gramming model can provide performance benefits for applications that have poor scaling

with MPI processes due to load imbalance, a too fine grain problem size, memory limitations

due to the use of a replicated data strategy, or a restriction on the number of MPI processes.
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Ever since the birth of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model, researchers have

been studying the relative benefits of this programming model over traditional ones. Rane

and Stanzione [150] compare the performance of pure MPI program and hybrid MPI/OpenMP

programs. It was observed that beyond a certain number of cores the time spent in commu-

nication increased significantly in the pure-MPI case whereas it continued to decrease in the

hybrid case. The hybrid program benefits from sending messages in an aggregated fashion

and contributes lesser to message transfer overhead. Cappello and Etiemble [33] found that

the superiority of one model (either pure MPI model or hybrid MPI/OpenMP) depends

on the level of shared memory model parallelization, the communication patterns and the

memory access patterns. The relative speeds of the main architecture components (CPU,

memory and network) are of tremendous importance for selecting one model. The hybrid

approach becomes better only when fast processors make the communication performance

significant and the level of parallelization is sufficient. Drosinos and Koziris [54] tested the

performance of nested loop algorithms with flow data dependencies with MPI and hybrid

programming models. They conclude that hybrid programming models can match the ar-

chitecture characteristics of an SMP cluster better under an appropriate processor mapping

that would replace message passing communication with synchronized thread-level memory

access.

Researchers have also developed tools and models to study the hybrid MPI/OpenMP

programming model. Wolf and Mohr [187] provide a tool to present a multidimensional

hierarchical decomposition of the search space for performance problems. With this tool,

the performance analysis can be carried out along three interconnected dimensions: class

of performance behavior, call tree and thread of execution. Their tool provides a complete

and extensible solution for hybrid applications. Adhianto and Chapman [5] proposes a

framework to predict the behavior of a hybrid application on a given target system for

different problem sizes. They perform static analysis to retrieve an application signature
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(such as computation loops and cache access pattern). They rely on runtime benchmarks

to collect system profiles (such as communication latency and machine information). Then,

they combine the application signature and system profile to predict performance.

The previous work provides important insights into the performance of the hybrid pro-

gramming model. However, they do not consider power consumption into consideration.

With the need to save power for high-end computing systems, it is important to consider

both power and performance. In addition, the previous work does not adapt computation

phases to multicore architectures. However it is possible to improve computation perfor-

mance by appropriately throttling concurrency on multicores. Our work distinguishes from

the previous work by leveraging DCT and DVFS to adapt program behaviors with both

performance improvement and energy savings in mind.

2.2 Power-Aware MPI Programming Model

Power-aware MPI programming has attracted considerable research efforts. By predicting

or modeling performance under different configurations (e.g., number of nodes and CPU

frequency), we can find opportunities (e.g., slack time appearing in MPI communication or

slow intra-node memory accesses) to save energy while avoiding performance penalty.

Exploring Energy-Time Tradeoff: Springer et al. [164] addressed the problem of find-

ing a schedule that minimizes execution time on a power-scalable cluster with a maximum

energy budget. They found a schedule through a combination of performance modeling,

performance prediction and program execution. They later investigated the tradeoff be-

tween energy and performance in the NAS parallel benchmark suite [66]. They compared

energy consumption and execution time across different numbers of nodes and studied via

direct measurement and simulation both intra-node and inter-node effects of memory and

communication bottlenecks. They found that energy saving is possible because of delays in
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the processor, where executing at a high frequency and voltage does not make the program

execute faster but instead wastes energy. The delays come from the processor waiting for

memory accesses or blocking awaiting a message from a remote processor.

Optimizing Frequency Setting: Freeh et al. designed a framework [65] for executing

a single application in several frequency-voltage settings. They divided programs into phases

and then executed a series of experiments, with each phase assigned a prescribed frequency.

During each experiment, they measured energy consumption and time and then used a

heuristic to choose the assignment of frequency to phase for the next experiment. Rountree

et al. [153] developed a system that determines a lower bound on the energy consumption of

an application. They used mixed integer linear programming with the application commu-

nication trace and the cluster power characteristics as inputs and then output a schedule.

The schedule listed how long each task should run in each frequency to realize the energy

bound. This method, however, is near-optimal, because there is often no available single

frequency that is low enough to remove all slack but not so low that the slowed computation

impinges on the critical path. Also, the linear programming solver they used to generate

the schedule was too costly to be used at runtime. They later proposed a runtime DVFS

algorithm [152] that uses the proper MPI semantic level of granularity and split frequen-

cies to minimize energy consumption. In order to estimate the performance of computation

under different processor frequencies, they assume execution slowdown proportional to that

of the change in frequency. For communication and memory-boundedness of a task, they

record the observed slowdown and then refine the estimation. This performance prediction

method may lose performance during the process of refining performance estimation. On

the contrary, our work selects the frequencies based on an accurate prediction model that

greatly reduces the potential of performance loss. In addition, the previous work implicitly

assumes that putting the computation into lower frequencies always leads to energy saving.

However this is not always true. Although we can avoid increasing total execution time of an
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application by carefully slowing down frequencies in the computation portions of non-critical

tasks, the execution times of those computation portions are extended. Since the energy is

the product of time and power, an overall energy saving is only possible when the execution

times of those computation portions do not increase too much such that the decrease in

power consumption is counteracted. Therefore, we need to predict both execution time and

power consumption to guarantee energy saving.

Leveraging load imbalance: Kappiah et al. [105] explored the potential for applying

DVFS in the presence of load imbalance in parallel programs executed on power-scalable

clusters. They monitored synchronization points in MPI (i.e., MPI communication library

calls) to determine which node is the bottleneck at each communication point across itera-

tions of the application. They then set non-bottleneck nodes to a lower DVFS level so that

these nodes reached the synchronization point ”just-in-time” and thereby reduced energy

consumption.

Power-Aware Analytical Model: Ge et al. [72] introduced a power-aware speedup

model to capture the interacting effects of parallelism and processor frequency analytically.

They classified execution times according to CPU frequency scaling and parallelism effects.

They then derived a new metric (power-aware speedup) to explain their effects. Ge et

al. [73] further extended the power-aware speedup in the context of multicore based clusters.

They included the number of allocated cores per computing node into the model and used a

similar methodology to derive a new metric that captures the effects of both parallelism and

processor frequency. Ge et al. [74] set up a model to divide a timestep (i.e. a program phase)

into many small timeslices, the size of which depends on the current frequency. They then

gathered performance counters for each timeslice and used past workload history to select a

single frequency for the next timeslice. They used two algorithms to leverage past history

for prediction. The first predicted that the workload at the next timeslice is the same as the

one in the last timeslice; the second predicted the workload using both history values and
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run-time profiling.

Most previous work usually focused on single programming models and does not consider

how to save power or energy for the combination of multiple programming models. In

addition, they did not consider potential energy-saving opportunities of aggregating multiple

tasks in a node which are commonly met scenarios in modern high-end computing systems.

2.3 Performance Issues of Concurrency Throttling

With the proliferation of Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and Chip-level multiprocess-

ing (CMP), many researchers have applied concurrency throttling to optimize multithreaded

codes on shared memory multiprocessors. Adaptive serialization [185] is one of the earliest

attempts to study parallelization on shared memory multiprocessors. They considered the

fork/join overhead of a parallel loop. They predicted sequential performance based on ob-

served scalability properties of the machine and recorded loop execution time off-line. Then

they compared the measured parallel loop time to the predicted serial time and chose the

parallelization only when it was profitable. This work, however, did not consider the optimal

number of threads and only considered using either one thread or the maximum concurrency

level.

Zhang et al. [192] proposed a self-tuning OpenMP loop scheduler to react to behavior

caused by inter-thread data locality, instruction mix, and SMT-related load imbalance. Their

scheduler used sample executions of each possibility. Zhang et. al later improved their

work by using a hardware-counter directed scheduler which samples the performance of

parallel loops and quickly decided on a good scheduler using a decision tree that is created

off-line [194]. They predicted an optimal number of threads for a given phase instead of

predicting performance.

Suleman et al. [170] proposed two analytical models to control the number of threads at
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runtime based on application behavior. One model captured the impact of data-synchronization

on execution time. The other estimated the minimum number of threads required to satu-

rate the bus. Their work took into consideration only two factors (data synchronization and

memory bus contention) that impacted performance and ignored other important factors,

such as cache contention.

Li et al. [121] applied concurrency throttling and DVFS on single chip multiprocessors

to maintain performance while reducing power consumption. They conducted empirical

searches of the configuration space to reduce the number of test executions necessary to

perform adaptation. Their experiments were deployed based on simulation and ignored

possible overheads when changing the configurations. On the contrary, our approach is

implemented on a real system and considers all overheads.

A compiler-based approach [78, 103] controlled execution using a simple threshold-based

strategy. The parallel code region is either sequentialized or run with a programmer-specified

fixed number of threads. However, their approach could not provide the functionality to de-

cide configurations using runtime information automatically. Our work provides autonomous

concurrency throttling based on performance prediction of each configuration.

Most existing work leverages concurrency throttling based on performance estimations

that may differ significantly from real execution time. In order to apply our DCT control

algorithm, we sometimes need explicit execution time information to make scheduling deci-

sions or estimate energy consumption. We extend previous work on DCT to obtain and to

leverage accurate execution time information.
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2.4 Power and Energy Estimation for Multicore Sys-

tems

There are four dominant approaches to estimate power and energy consumption: architecture-

level simulation; hardware counter-based approaches; system information-based approaches;

and direct measurement.

Simulation-based approaches [30, 61] usually perform power analysis by tracking, on a

per-cycle basis, the usage and data activity of micro-architectural structures. Since they

require detailed knowledge of the architecture (e.g., floorplan layout of the processor) and

tend to be computation intensive, they are not good solutions to be applied at runtime.

Hardware counter-based approaches [96, 123, 186] leverage performance counters that

can be configured to gather specific micro-architectural events, and these events closely

approximate the number of accesses to each functional unit. They generally model the power

consumption as a function of access rates of related functional units. Hardware counter-based

approaches have less overhead than simulation-based approaches when applied at runtime.

However, they require training with microbenchmarks to obtain model parameters. Due to

differences between processor architectures, the model parameters and related function units

for power estimation are different from one machine to another, which makes the model less

flexible.

System information-based approaches collect information provided by the operating sys-

tem to estimate system power and energy. Fan et al. [56] used CPU utilization to estimate

the dynamic power usage. Economou et al. [55] leverage component utilization reported by

the OS and CPU performance counters to model the power consumption of a blade. Heath

et al. [81] developed linear models that include CPU, memory, and disk utilizations to esti-

mate power. Horvath et al. [86] developed a power model that captures the effects of both

CPU utilization and frequency setting. They claim that average system power and CPU
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frequency exhibit near-linear relationships, when CPU utilization is within a limited range.

They base this conclusion on empirical observations.

Direct measurement approaches [60, 75, 96] target direct, automatic profiling of power

consumption at the component level of a server (e.g., processor, memory and disk). The

authors proposed a methodology to separate component power after conversion from AC to

DC current in the power supply of a typical server [60, 75, 96]. They automated data

profiling, measurement and analysis by creating a tool suite called PowerPack [60, 75].

They mapped the power/energy consumption to application segments and exploited paral-

lel performance inefficiencies characteristic of non-interactive distributed applications. This

method is straightforward for estimating power consumption and provides power profiles

for components for which power cannot be estimated with simulation-based and hardware

counter-based approaches. However, this method must add extra circuits to measure DC

current and must set up the mapping between current variance and component utilization.

In addition, this method resorts to professional software (e.g., National Instrument Lab-

view [94]) to collect power data from data acquisition systems (e.g., Analog Input Module

NI 9205). Therefore, it is not convenient to feed power data to other runtime systems to

control power consumption.

Most power and energy estimation methods have two drawbacks. First, they have too

much overhead to be applied as an online method. Hence, they are not practical solutions for

a real runtime system. Second, they usually implicitly assume that the configurations on a

multicore, such as processor frequencies, are fixed. Hence, they cannot be applied for power-

aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP models where we need to estimate power/energy consumption

for various configurations. Our power estimation method is hardware-counter based and

light weight. It can provide accurate power estimation without assuming fixed multicore

system configurations.
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2.5 Communication Performance Models

Communication performance models have been widely used to improve network topology,

optimize algorithms, and evaluate system performance. They have been researched for many

years and there are many successful models, such as PRAM [62], BSP [181], and LogP [45].

These models leverage software and hardware parameters to analyze and to estimate com-

munication performance.

The Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model consists of a set of processors that

communicate through a global random access memory. It assumes that communication can

be finished in unit time. This model does not capture the costs of contention, latency, and

synchronization. Although it is used for parallel algorithm design [8, 9, 76], it is not practical

for performance prediction. Several PRAM variants have been proposed [7, 42, 147].

The Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model consists of a set of processors with local

memory, routers that deliver point-to-point messages, and facilities for barrier synchroniza-

tion. The BSP model defines a sequence of supersteps for the execution of a BSP algorithm.

The superstep consists of local computation, communication, and is concluded by a barrier

synchronization. The BSP model has a set of hardware parameters: the number of available

processors p, the bandwidth inefficiency or gap g, and the time for barrier synchronization

L. Therefore, the BSP model serves as a bridge between hardware and programming for

parallel computation. Several BSP variants have been proposed, such as D-BSP [17] and

BSP* [176].

The LogP model is another model to characterize communication performance. It defines

four important parameters. L is the end-to-end latency from process to process, combin-

ing all contributing factors, such as copying data to and from network interfaces and the

transfer over the physical network. o is the overhead, defined as the length of time that a

processor is engaged in the transmission or reception of each message and cannot perform
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other operations. g, the gap, is the minimum time interval between consecutive message

transmissions or receptions. P is the number of processor/memory modules. This model

is sufficiently detailed to reflect the major practical issues in parallel algorithm design, yet

simple enough to support detailed algorithmic analysis. At the same time, the model avoids

specifying the programming style or the communication protocol, being equally applicable

to shared-memory, message passing, and data parallel paradigms.

LogP model has many variants that address its original limitations. LogGP [10] extends

LogP to support sending of long messages by adding a new parameter G, defined as time

per byte for a long message. The reciprocal of G characterizes the available per processor

communication bandwidth for long messages. LoGPC [135] and LoPC [64] model network

and resource contention by introducing a contention parameter C. The LogfP model [85] adds

the new parameter f to stand for the number of consecutive small messages that can be sent

for ”free.” The model targets hardware parallelism in current high performance networks

like Infiniband. LognP and Log3P [31, 32] consider the impact of middleware on distributed

communication. mlognP and 2log2,3P [179] abstract the memory hierarchy to consider both

intra-node communication and inter-node communication.

The LogP model has been widely used to optimize algorithms [22, 44, 84, 21]. To use

LogP, the parameters must be measured accurately. Many methods have been proposed to

give fast and efficient measurements [20, 46, 89, 107, 125]. They usually leverage different

communication patterns (e.g., ping-pong) to derive parameters.

The above communication performance models have not considered concurrent commu-

nication operations occurring on multicore systems. They do not model communication con-

tention when aggregating multiple tasks per node. LoGPC and LoPC only model network

contentions and do not consider resource contention in the memory hierarchy. In order to

predict communication performance when communication contention exists, we must devise

a new model or introduce new parameters.
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2.6 Multicore Effects on Communication

One topic of this dissertation is to investigate effective task aggregation on multicore systems

in terms of both power and execution time. One concern for task aggregation is how task

aggregation on multicore systems affects communication performance. This section will

review prior work on the subject. Most high-end computing systems use high performance

networking, such as Infiniband (IB) [1, 12], Myrinet [27, 137] and the Quadrics network [4,

18]. High performance networking pays a lot of attention to design systems to accommodate

multiple tasks per node. We will review related work on how high performance networking

(in particular Infiniband) handles performance challenges caused by task aggregation.

Optimizing Intra-node Communication for Task Aggregation: Chai et al. [36]

observed that cache and memory contention may be a potential bottleneck in multicore clus-

ters. Communication middleware and applications should be multicore aware to alleviate

this problem. They also found that on average about 50% of the messages are transferred

through intra-node communication on multicore machines, and they indicated that optimiz-

ing intra-node communication is important. To optimize intra-node communication, they

then allowed a kernel module to copy messages directly from one process’s address space

to another [101]. They further proposed to distinguish small and large messages and to

handle them differently to minimize data transfer overhead for small messages and the mem-

ory space consumed by large messages [37]. They later generalized the implementation of

intra-node communication to the two approaches [38]: user-level shared memory and kernel-

assisted direct copy. They analyzed the advantages and limitations of the two approaches

and proposed a hybrid approach that is aware of processor topology and process skew effects.

The above work provides important insights into intra-node communication on multicore

clusters. However, only considering intra-node communication performance is not enough

for evaluating the performance of task aggregation. Concurrent inter-node communication
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can impact performance. We must take these effects into consideration when aggregating

tasks.

Communication-Aware Task Mapping: As we distribute tasks across a variable

number of nodes using different degrees of task aggregation per node, one of the problems

we must address is how to map the tasks into nodes with communication performance in

mind. Some research has been conducted on communication-aware task mapping.

Leng et al. [118] used the High Performance Linpack benchmark to demonstrate how task

remapping can improve overall performance. However, they manually arranged the process

mapping based on communication path characteristics and MPI message information, which

is not a feasible solution for complex systems.

Orduna et al. [142, 143, 144, 145] explored communication-aware task mapping strategies

that account for the communication requirements of parallel tasks and bandwidth in different

parts of the network. They modeled the network resources as a table of costs for each pair of

communicating processors. Their heuristic random search method attempted to identify the

best mapping for a given network topology and communication pattern. Their work targeted

heterogeneous inter-node networks and did not consider intra-node communication. Also,

their evaluation only mapped one process to each processor. Thus, they did not account for

potential interference between tasks executing communication operations on the same node.

Several research efforts have focused on communication sharing effects. Kim et al. [109]

predicted communication delay with a linear model, taking into account the path sharing

over a Myrinet network of workstations. They modeled communications through a piece-

wise linear equation, and in the case of path sharing, this equation is multiplied by the

maximum number of communications within the sharing conflict. However, their study was

based on the GM and BIP network protocols, unlike ours, which focuses on MPI. Also, they

did not consider intra-node communication. Martinasso et al. [100, 126, 127] introduced

a notion of resource sharing within communication patterns. They decomposed a chain of
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sources of communication interference into several elementary sources of interference and

then predicted communication time by the flow cut of each source. They evaluated their

model on SMP clusters with dual processors. Nodes with more processors and complex core

layouts introduce complications in resource sharing that have not been considered in their

work. Also, their model required careful analysis to decompose communication into sources

of interference manually, which makes it infeasible for complex communication patterns.

Scogland et al. [155] and Narayanaswamy et al. [138] demonstrated that the interactions

between multicore architectures and communication stacks can result in asymmetry in the

effective capabilities of the different cores. They presented a software stack to monitor such

interactions and to manage the mapping of processes onto processor cores dynamically to

improve performance. Jang et al. [99] proposed a networking process scheduling system for

multicore systems with multiple network interfaces. It found an optimal processor affin-

ity based on the processor cache layout, communication intensiveness and processor loads.

Trahay et al. [177] exploited idle cores to speed up communications in two ways: moving

CPU intensive operations out of the critical path, and letting rendezvous transfers progress

asynchronously.

Bhatele et al. [23, 24, 25, 26] conducted a series of studies on network resource con-

tention. They demonstrated that network topology is still important in large supercomput-

ers, although virtual cut-through, wormhole routing and faster interconnects are deployed.

They studied message latencies with typical communication patterns on torus and mesh

networks. They further proposed topology-aware task mapping to avoid link occupancy or

contention. Their work does not consider intra-node communication and does not consider

resource contention on machine nodes.

Most previous work has two major drawbacks: they usually did not have a comprehen-

sive analysis on both intra-node and inter-node communications on large scales; and their

evaluations were usually deployed on machines with a small number of cores. For machines
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with more cores, their work is usually too complex to be applied.

High Performance Networking with Multicore Systems: The high performance

networking community has done a lot of work to handle multicore challenges (e.g., more

severe resource contention and more concerns about scalability in MPI implementation).

IB network contention on multicore machines has been a research topic for years. Koop

et al. [111] profiled IB messages at different time slices and viewed how different applica-

tions that reside in the same node interact. They stated that since many applications use

synchronous in communication, all processes within a job will typically require simultaneous

access to the network and thus create a significant bottleneck. Therefore, they proposed

mixing different application workloads to break synchronization between processes on the

same node and thus to reduce network contention. Subramoni et. al [169] explored QoS

provisioning for IB. They used inter-job and intra-job bandwidth partitioning by use of mul-

tiple service levels and effective use of NIC level buffers by utilizing multiple virtual lanes

for data transmission. Their experiments showed significant performance improvement in

applications with small messages.

Open MPI [140] and MVAPICH [88] are the most widely used IB MPI implementations.

Both attempt to make the implementations scalable to future HPC systems of thousands or

millions of nodes, as more nodes with more processors per node and more cores per processor

are deployed in modern high-end computing systems. To improve the scalability of their IB

implementation, Open MPI can use a connection-less unreliable datagram transport [70] that

allows near-constant resource usage, unlike per-process resource usage that grows linearly

with the number of processes in a connection-oriented transport. To avoid receive buffer

depletion, which negatively impacts performance, and improve receive buffer utilization,

Open MPI uses buckets of receive buffers of different sizes, each bucket using a single shared

receive queue (called B-SRQ) [156]. This method matches receive buffer sizes with the size

of received data better than the previous shared received queues (SRQ). Shipman et al. [157]
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further proposed X-SRQ to improve scalability and performance of IB on multicore machines.

X-SRQ is based on the recently developed IB techniques: a single queue pair (QP) can be

associated with multiple SRQs by specifying the SRQ for delivery on the send side. The

X-SRQ allows each process to maintain a single send QP to each host rather than to each

remote process. A receive QP is established per remote send QP. These receive QPs can be

shared among all the processes on the host. This mechanism significantly reduces memory

footprint and improves performance due to better cache context resource data and thereby

avoids a lookup on host memory.

The research on high performance networking mentioned above typically leverages exist-

ing network protocols and hardware features (e.g., QoS and extended reliable connection for

X-SRQ), or application characteristics (e.g., mixing workload to break synchronization be-

tween processes with the assumption that application characteristics are known) to reduce

contention when tasks are aggregated. They cannot dynamically adjust system resources

based on application characteristics. However, it is possible to manage system resources at

runtime to reduce resource contention, given the prediction of application characteristics.

2.7 Memory Registration Optimization

Many methods to optimize memory registration and deregistration in communication proto-

cols have been proposed. Woodall et al. [188] described a pipeline protocol to overlap memory

registration with RDMA operations. Their work changes the RDMA communication pro-

tocol, while our work is independent of the RDMA communication implementation. Zhou

et al. [195] combined memory pinning and allocation to eliminate pinning and unpinning

from the registration and deregistration paths. They also batch deregistrations to reduce

the average cost. Tezuka et al. [173] and Farreras et al. [57] proposed a pin-down cache for

Myrinet. They delay deregistration and cache registration information for future accesses to
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the same memory region. Bell and Bonachea [19] proposed an RDMA algorithm for a shared

memory system that determines the largest amount of memory that remote machines can

share and then registers all shared memory regions and links them to a firehose interface, to

which remote machines can write and read at any time. Unlike our scheme, the above work,

when applied to reduce registered memory sizes, cannot completely remove registration and

deregistration overhead from the communication critical path.

Shipman et al. [156] investigated network buffer utilization and introduced a new protocol

to increase the efficiency of receiver buffer utilization for Infiniband. The protocol uses

buckets of receive buffers of different sizes, instead of consuming buffers regardless of the

actual incoming message size. They target optimization of bounce buffers, while our work

aims to reduce registered user buffer sizes. We register memory based on the real size of user

buffers instead of a matched bucket size of network buffers.

2.8 Exploring the Predictability of HPC Applications

Many prior efforts have studied common communication patterns in HPC applications [29,

108, 184, 191]. HPC applications often exhibit spatial locality [108] (i.e., a small number

of communication partners) and temporal locality [69] (i.e., iterative patterns). Researchers

have proposed prediction techniques to leverage these characteristics to optimize communica-

tion performance. Afsahi et al. [6] propose several heuristics to predict MPI activity. They

use these heuristics to cache incoming messages before posting the corresponding receive

calls. Freitag et al. [68, 69] propose a periodicity-based predictor based on the computation

of distances between patterns in data streams. They apply the predictor to prepare the

receiver memory to guarantee enough resources for message reception. Other work lever-

ages time-delay neural networks and Markov models [154] to detect memory access patterns.

These methods tend to require long training times. Ratn et al. [151] enable timed replay
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of communication events by distinguishing histograms with call stack and path sequence.

Their approach does not consider the runtime overhead due to the approach’s nature of

performance analysis, while the overhead can be comparable to communication time.

Our work has two primary differences from prior work. First, we use a a time-based

predictor. Time information is important for prediction-based memory management in or-

der to meet registration deadlines while minimizing registered memory sizes. Prior work

focuses on iterative memory access patterns while ignoring time information, thus missing

opportunities to reduce registered memory sizes. Second, our predictor is lightweight and

has a short training process, which makes it appropriate for online optimization.
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Chapter 3

Model-Based Hybrid MPI/OpenMP

Power-Aware Computing

As the number of cores on processors increases exponentially, high-end computing systems

built with multicore processors begin to provide an unprecedented degree of thread-level

parallelism to applications. To exploit many cores available on a single chip or a single node

with shared memory, programmers tend to use programming models with efficient imple-

mentations on cache-coherent shared-memory architectures, such as OpenMP. At the same

time, programmers tend to use programming models based on message passing, such as

MPI, to execute parallel applications efficiently on clusters of compute nodes with disjoint

memories. We expect that hybrid programming models, such as MPI/OpenMP, will be-

come more popular, because the current high-end computing systems are scaled to a large

amount of nodes, each of which is equipped with processors packing more cores. The hybrid

programming models can utilize both shared memory and distributed memory of high-end

computing systems.

Hybrid programming models are implemented by multiple runtime systems, each im-

plementing one aspect of parallel execution. The lack of coordination between the runtime
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systems and the contention for common hardware resources are known sources of inefficiency

in hybrid programming models. In this chapter, we are concerned in particular with the prob-

lem of energy inefficiency in runtime systems that implement hybrid programming models.

While prior research has proposed several methods to reduce dynamic power consumption

while sustaining performance in a single runtime system implementing a single programming

model [49, 105, 153, 164], no methods have been proposed to improve coordinated power

management methods across the runtime systems that implement a hybrid programming

model. We propose methods to make hybrid parallel programming models power-aware.

Recent solutions to software-controlled power-aware execution of HPC applications ex-

ploit different characterizations of slack. Slack can arise from an imbalanced workload

between tasks, differences in the scalability of parallel workloads on a given architecture,

different node capabilities, communication latency or any type of non overlapped latency.

Software-controlled power management algorithms leverage slack by dilating computation

into slack intervals. Many state-of-the-art algorithms dilate computation into slack time

that occurs between MPI communication events, using dynamic voltage and frequency scal-

ing (DVFS) [87, 105, 133]. Similar algorithms have been proposed for exploiting slack in

OpenMP, at barriers or other global synchronization operations [53].

Dynamic Concurrency Throttling (DCT) [48, 170] is an alternative software method for

power-aware execution of HPC applications, best suited for shared-memory architectures.

DCT is applied in shared-memory programming models like OpenMP, by controlling the

number of active threads executing regions of parallel code. Concurrency control can tune

the power and performance of a parallel code region simultaneously [47]. Interestingly, since

the scalability of different code regions may vary significantly due to lack of concurrency or

system bottlenecks (e.g., memory bandwidth), reducing concurrency of a region of parallel

code can often reduce execution time while simultaneously reducing power consumption [47].

On the downside, DCT is difficult on distributed-memory execution environments, as tuning
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concurrency requires on-the-fly reshaping of applications and complex data redistribution

and process migration operations.

In this chapter, we integrate DCT and DVFS in the runtime systems of the hybrid

MPI/OpenMP programming mode, to expose and to leverage energy saving opportunities

hidden in parallel applications. Such an attempt faces many challenges. Since hybrid pro-

gramming models involve interactions between tasks, imposing an energy-saving strategy on

one task may have a negative impact on other tasks. We investigate this impact and propose

solutions to avoid any potential performance loss. Furthermore, the parameter space avail-

able for energy savings in hybrid programming models is large, including one dimensional

(only DCT, or only DVFS) and two dimensional (DCT+DVFS) solutions. These choices

complicate the design of energy saving algorithms, especially with respect to its scalability.

In section 2.1, we review the terminology of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming

model. In this chapter, we will present a novel power-aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP runtime

system. The runtime system adapts the execution of hybrid parallel applications using DCT

and DVFS, to leverage energy saving opportunities while minimizing the impact of energy

saving actions on performance.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss applying DCT and DVFS

in sections 3.1 and 3.2. We present and compare three strategies of applying DCT and

DVFS in section 3.3. These strategies require execution time and power predictions. We

present methods to predict execution time and power in sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. We

provide implementation details in section 3.6 and present performance results in section 3.7.

We conclude in section 3.8.
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3.1 Performance Implications of Concurrency Throt-

tling

DCT can reduce dynamic power consumption by putting cores in a low-power state, when

they are not needed or when they do not benefit application execution time. In the latter

case, DCT may also save execution time by alleviating contention for shared resources. The

use of uncoordinated DCT in the OpenMP phases of multiple MPI tasks may introduce load

imbalance between tasks, thereby creating more slack than the slack that already exists in

the application due to load imbalance at communication waiting points. In this section, we

study how to apply DCT effectively in hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications.

To guide the discussion, we run the AMG benchmark from the ASC Sequoia Benchmark

suite [113] on two nodes, each of which has four AMD Opteron 8350 quad-core processors.

AMG has four OpenMP phases in the computation loop of its solve phase. Phases 1 and

2 are in phase group 1, phases 3 and 4 are in phase group 2, and the phase groups are

separated by an MPI Waitall primitive. We describe AMG in detail in Section 3.7. We run

the benchmark with input parameters P=[2 1 1], n=[512 512 512] with two tasks. We place

OpenMP phases under different concurrency configurations and profile them. We plot the

results in Figure 3.1, which indicates the execution time of the fastest configuration for each

task and OpenMP phase with stripes. The results display varied scalability across phases

and even within the same phase when executed in different MPI tasks, due to differences in

workload and data sets.

We further run the benchmark under a fixed configuration throughout the execution of

all OpenMP phases in all tasks for the entire duration of the run. We then manually select

the best concurrency configuration based on these static observations. The configuration

using 4 processors and 2 threads per processor on each node, shown as the first bar in each

group of bars in Figure 3.2, has the lowest total time in the solve phase and, thus, is the
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Figure 3.1: AMG phase performance
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Figure 3.2: Impact of different DCT policies on AMG

best static mapping that we use as our baseline in the following discussion.

3.1.1 Profile-Driven Static Mapping

Under the best static mapping (i.e., a single concurrency configuration for all OpenMP

phases in the program), each individual OpenMP phase may not use its best concurrency

configuration. Intuitively, using the best concurrency configuration for each OpenMP phase

should minimize the computation time of each MPI task. We call this DCT strategy the

profile-driven static mapping. We apply this strategy based on the results of Figure 3.1 and

rerun the benchmark. The second bar in each group of bars in Figure 3.2 shows the execution

time of the profile-driven static mapping, which is worse than the performance of the best

static mapping. To determine the source of performance loss under this strategy, we profile

each OpenMP phase with the profile-driven static mapping and the best static mapping.

Figure 3.3 shows the results. Three of the four OpenMP phases lose performance with

the profile-driven static mapping, even though each uses the best concurrency configuration

based on the fixed configuration runs. This loss arises from frequent configuration changes

from one OpenMP phase under the profile-driven static mapping. An OpenMP phase may

incur additional cache misses if the previous OpenMP phase uses a different configuration.
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The experimental results shown in Figure 3.3 confirm that cache interference is the problem.

The charts show the last-level cache misses that each OpenMP phase incurs, normalized

to the number of last-level cache misses with the static mapping. Combined with frequent

configuration changes, we observe a significant increase in cache misses.

Previous work [47, 48] showed that the profile-driven static mapping can outperform

the best static mapping. These results combine with ours to demonstrate that the profile-

driven static mapping has no performance guarantees: it benefits from improved concurrency

configurations while often suffering additional cache misses. We propose a scheme to solve

this problem.

3.1.2 One Phase Approach

To avoid cache misses caused by changing configurations, a simple solution is to combine

all OpenMP phases in a task and regard them as one combined phase. We can then select

the configuration that minimizes the time of the combined phase in future iterations. Under

this DCT scheme, which we call the one phase approach, all OpenMP phases run with

the same concurrency configuration. We apply this strategy to AMG and, as depicted

in Figure 3.2, it greatly reduces the performance loss compared to the profile-driven static

mapping. Figure 3.3 shows that cache misses are also reduced significantly. However, we still

incur significant performance loss compared to the best static mapping. Further performance

analysis reveals that the one phase approach leads to a sub-optimal configuration in OpenMP

phase groups (collections of phases delineated by MPI operations), dispite minimizing the

time across all OpenMP phases.

We use our AMG results to explain this observation further. In the case of AMG under

the best static mapping (configuration (4,2)), the time in OpenMP phase group 2 of task 0

is shorter than the corresponding one in task 1, as shown in Figure 3.2. Task 1 therefore
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Figure 3.3: Phase profiles of task 0 under DCT policies
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becomes the critical task in OpenMP phase group 2. Applying the one phase approach,

task 1 uses configuration (4,2) and achieves the same performance as with the best static

mapping, while task 0 uses the configuration (3,4) where the time in group 2 is longer than

that in task 1. Consequently, task 0 now becomes the critical task in group 2, which leads

to the increase of total computation loop time.

This problem arises because configurations are selected without coordination between

tasks. Instead, each task greedily chooses the best configuration for each combined phase

regardless of the global impact. Under our improved one phase approach, each task considers

the time at the critical task when making its DCT decisions. Each task selects a configuration

that does not make its OpenMP phase groups longer than the corresponding ones in the

critical task. Although this strategy may result in a configuration in which performance for

a task is worse than the one achieved with the best static mapping, it maintains performance

as long as the OpenMP phase group time is shorter than the corresponding one in the critical

task. Unlike the profile-driven static mapping, this strategy has a performance guarantee: it

selects configurations that yield overall performance no worse than the best static mapping,

as Figure 3.2 shows.

To summarize, the profile-driven static mapping adjusts configurations at a fine granular-

ity and suffers from the performance impact of cache interference between adjacent OpenMP

phases. The one phase approach, on the other hand, does concurrency throttling at the

coarsest granularity, thus ignoring that particular OpenMP phases may miss opportunities

to execute with better configurations. The improved one phase approach strives for a balance

between the two approaches by introducing task coordination and considering performance

at a medium granularity (OpenMP phase groups).
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3.2 Formalization of the Frequency Scaling Problem

The workloads across tasks may not finish within the same execution time, because (1)

the input problem may divide unevenly by all tasks; (2) scalability differences of workloads

across tasks; and (3) a heterogeneous computing environment. Using DVFS, we disperse

the slack time to OpenMP phases by extending the execution times of computation phases

of non-critical tasks, to reduce the slack time and energy consumption. DVFS methods

disperse slack time that appears in non-critical tasks during parallel execution due to load

imbalance, to reduce power consumption. We use DVFS to disperse slack time to OpenMP

phases within MPI tasks, by selecting appropriate core frequencies for the cores that execute

each OpenMP phase. We assume for simplicity and to avoid introducing load imbalance

that all cores that execute an OpenMP phase are set to run at the same frequency during

the phase.

We formulate this problem as a knapsack problem. We define the time of each OpenMP

phase under a particular core frequency fk as an item. Each item is associated with a weight,

w, which is the time change under frequency fk compared to running at peak frequency. Each

item is also associated with a value, p, which is the energy consumption under frequency

fk. The optimization objective is to keep the total weight of all phases under a given limit,

which corresponds to the slack time ∆tslack, and minimize the total value of all phases. This

is a 0-1 knapsack problem [159], which is NP-complete. In our case, we further require that

some items cannot be selected at the same time. This requirement arises since we assume

that we cannot select more than one frequency for each OpenMP phase. Thus, we must

solve a variant of the 0-1 knapsack problem.

Dynamic programming can solve the knapsack problem in pseudo-polynomial time. If

each item has a distinct value per unit of weight (v = p/w), the empirical complexity of this

kind of problem is O((log(n))2), where n is the number of items. In our case, we design a
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unique dynamic programming solution to our problem. For convenience in its description, we

replace p with −p to solve the problem of maximizing the total value. Let L be the number

of available CPU frequency levels, w(i−1)·L+1, w(i−1)·L+2, · · · , wL·i be the available weights of

OpenMP phase i, and p(i−1)·L+1, p(i−1)·L+2, · · · , pi·L be the available values of OpenMP phase

i. The total weight limitation is W (i.e., the available slack time). We denote the maximum

attainable value with weight less than or equal to Y using items up to j as A(j, Y ).

A(j, Y ) is defined recursively as:

A(0, Y ) = −∞, A(j, 0) = −∞ (3.1)

if all wj−L+1, . . . , wj−1 are greater than Y , then

A(j, Y ) = A(j − L, Y ) + pj; (3.2)

else, for any i ∈ [j − L + 1, j − 1], and wi ≤ Y

A(j, Y ) = max (A(j − L, Y ) + pj, max
i

(pi + A(j − L, Y − wi))) (3.3)

We solve the problem of choosing frequencies by calculating A(n, ∆tslack
i ) for task i, where

n is the number of items. For a given total weight limitation W , the empirical complexity

is still O((log(n))2).
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3.3 Adaptation Strategies for Concurrency Throttling

and Frequency Scaling

We can apply DCT and DVFS in order or simultaneously to obtain energy savings from both

knobs. In this section, we discuss the alternatives for combining DCT with DVFS in more

detail and formalize the execution behaviors and energy saving opportunities. Table 3.1

summarizes the notation used in our formalization.

M Number of OpenMP phases in a phase
group

N Number of MPI tasks
ti Time for OpenMP phases in task i

C Set of possible concurrency configura-
tions

tijci Time for OpenMP phase j of task i
under concurrency configuration ci

tc Critical time
tdvfs DVFS overhead

tcomm send
i Time to send data from task i

tijfj
Time for OpenMP phase j of task i
under frequency setting fj

Pijfj
Average system power for OpenMP
phase j of task i under frequency set-
ting fj

fmax, fmin Maximum and minimum frequency
settings

cmax Maximal concurrency configuration
Pijci Average system power for OpenMP

phase j of task i under concurrency
configuration ci

tijcifj
Time for OpenMP phase j of task
i under concurrency configuration ci

and frequency settng fj

Pijcifj
Average system power for OpenMP
phase j of task i under concurrency
configuration ci and frequency setting
fj

Table 3.1: Power-aware MPI/OpenMP model notation
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3.3.1 DCT First

With this strategy, MPI tasks first apply DCT, using our improved one phase approach to

reduce cache pollution. The computation time of OpenMP phases in MPI task i should also

be minimized. We model this DCT approach as:

ti = min
ci∈C

M∑
j=1

tijci
(3.4)

where ci is the concurrency configuration for task i and C is the set of all possible configu-

rations on one node.

The critical task has the longest execution time, the critical time in the OpenMP phase

group. We model it as:

tc = max
1≤i≤N

(min
ci∈C

M∑
j=1

tijci
) (3.5)

We compute the slack for task i (∆tslack
i ) with Equation 3.6. We reduce the available

slack by the DVFS overhead and the time to send data from task i in order to avoid reducing

the frequency too much. Figure 3.4 illustrates these constraints.

∆tslack
i = tc − ti − tcomm send

i − tdvfs (3.6)

After applying DCT to determine the concurrency configurations, we use communication

to provide each non-critical task with the available slack. We then apply DVFS in these

tasks so as to ensure that the selected frequency satisfies our time constraint (Equation 3.7).

∆tijfj
is change in time to execute phase j on task i at frequency fj, compared to the time

to execute it at the maximum frequency setting fmax, which we use as the default during the

application of DCT. Our time constraint ensures that the total time change on task i does
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Figure 3.4: Leveraging slack to save energy with DVFS

not exceed the available slack.

∑
1≤j≤M

∆tijfj
≤ ∆tslack

i (3.7)

We also have an energy constraint (Equation 3.8) for DVFS that limits the energy con-

sumption with the selected frequencies by the energy consumption at the maximum fre-

quency. ∑
1≤j≤M

Pijfj
tijfj

≤
∑

1≤j≤M

Pijfmaxtijfmax (3.8)

Under our time and energy constraints, we minimize the total energy consumption (Ei)

with DVFS:

Ei = min
fmin≤fj≤fmax

∑
1≤j≤M

Pijfj
tijfj

(3.9)
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3.3.2 DVFS First

With this strategy, we use communication to provide each non-critical task with the available

slack before we apply DCT. Following the requirements of Equations 3.7– 3.9, we then apply

DVFS in these tasks. At the same time, the critical task performs DCT and communicates

the new slack time to the non-critical tasks. The non-critical tasks then perform DCT using

the new slack, following the constraints of Equations 3.10– 3.12. Equations 3.10– 3.12, in

which cmax is the maximal concurrency configuration (i.e., a thread running on each core

of each processor of the node) are similar to Equations 3.7– 3.9, except that they consider

concurrency configurations (ci) instead of frequency settings (fj).

∑
1≤j≤M

∆tijci
≤ ∆tslack

i (3.10)

∑
1≤j≤M

Pijci
tijci

≤
∑

1≤j≤M

Pijcmaxtijcmax (3.11)

Ei = min
ci∈C

∑
1≤j≤M

Pijci
tijci

(3.12)

3.3.3 Simultaneous DCT and DVFS

With this strategy, we again initially use communication to provide non-critical tasks with

the available slack. We then simultaneously apply DCT and DVFS in each task. We then

use additional communication to provide the non-critical tasks with the new slack. We then

simultaneously readjust the DCT and DVFS settings of these tasks.

The configurations of the critical task follow Equation 3.13, which minimizes execution

time. The configurations of the non-critical tasks follow Equations 3.14– 3.16, which min-

imize energy consumption (Equation 3.16) subject to our new time (Equation 3.14) and

energy (Equation 3.15) constraints. We compute the slack time from Equation 3.6.
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ti = min
ci∈C,fmin≤fj≤fmax

M∑
j=1

tijcifj
(3.13)

∑
1≤j≤M

∆tijcifj
≤ ∆tslack

i (3.14)

∑
1≤j≤M

Pijcifj
tijcifj

≤
∑

1≤j≤M

Pijcmaxfmaxtijcmaxfmax (3.15)

Ei = min
ci∈C,fmin≤fj≤fmax

∑
1≤j≤M

Pijcifj
tijcifj

(3.16)

3.3.4 Performance

We perform a set of tests to investigate how the three strategies affect energy saving and

performance. All tests are executed on two nodes, each of which has four quad-core processors

(AMD Opteron Processor 8350) with five feasible frequency settings. We measure the energy

consumption of the two nodes with a Watts Up Pro ES power meter. We apply the three

strategies for combining DCT with DVFS to the AMG benchmark. To study how effectively

DCT and DVFS contribute to energy savings, we display feasible configurations that satisfy

the energy and time constraints but do not necessarily satisfy Equations 3.9, 3.12 and 3.16

(i.e., minimizing energy consumption). We name these configurations candidates. The best

candidate (i.e., the one with the minimum energy consumption) is marked with stripes.

Figure 3.5(a) compares the results of using DCT first or DVFS first. The numbers

above the bars in the figure refer to the DCT configuration. For example, “(4,2)” refers to

running on four processors and two cores per processor. The results show that the two DVFS

candidates consume more energy than the execution with DCT first. Candidate 2, despite

using the same DCT configuration as DCT first, consumes more energy, because it has a
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Comparison of three adaptation strategies

higher frequency setting. The strategy of DVFS first chooses the frequencies according to

the slack time before using DCT. In our case, this slack time is shorter than slack time after

concurrency throttling in the DCT first strategy, which leads to higher frequency settings.

We also derive that candidate 2 does not fully leverage the available slack. Unless we re-

adjust the frequency, the slack time cannot be fully leveraged to save energy by DVFS first.

Candidate 1 has a DCT configuration having a slower execution than that of candidate 2.

Since candidate 1 also occupies more processor cores than the candidate 2, it consumes more

energy than candidate 2.

Figure 3.5(b) compares the results of using DCT first and the combined strategy. We

notice that DCT first and the combined strategy choose the same best configuration. Can-

didate 4 is an interesting case. The DCT configuration of candidate 4 is (3,4), which leads

to slower execution than that of candidate 3 with configuration (4,2), while the frequency

setting of candidate 4 is higher than that of candidate 3. In other words, to extend the

execution time of the non-critical task to cover a fixed slack time, candidate 4 uses both

DCT and DVFS, while candidate 3 uses only DVFS (DCT does not extend execution time).

Since candidate 4 consumes more energy than candidate 3, we conclude that DVFS is more

efficient in energy saving than DCT for this workload.
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3.3.5 Discussion

Section 3.3.4 shows that a combined strategy for applying DCT and DVFS simultaneously

saves the most energy, which is however as good as DCT first. The results in Section 3.7 also

show that the combined strategy never performs worse than the other two strategies. If we

regard the configuration space as a 2D plane with DCT configuration as one dimension and

DVFS configuration as the other, DCT first (DVFS first) chooses a DCT (DVFS) configura-

tion (i.e., chooses a line in the 2D plane) and then chooses the frequency setting (concurrency

setting) along this line. The best configuration may be a blind spot that cannot be achieved

by either DCT first or DVFS first. The combination strategy has the freedom of choosing

any point in the plane, thus avoiding the blind spot.

In fact, neither DCT first nor DVFS first can guarantee the optimal configuration. After

DCT, slack time can either be extended or reduced. If slack time is extended, then DCT

first could save more energy than DVFS first, because more slack time can be leveraged by

setting the frequency after DCT. If slack time is shrunk by ∆t, the energy saving potential for

DVFS is reduced. If frequency setting is more effective in reducing energy than concurrency

throttling, then DVFS first can save more energy than DCT first.

The modeling described thus far is based on the assumption that the runtime system

knows the execution times and power consumption of OpenMP phases with different config-

urations. In the following two sections, we will describe how we can predict execution time

and power consumption in OpenMP phases.

3.4 Execution Time Modeling for OpenMP Phases

We presented models that need execution time to compute slack time (Equation 3.6) and

to avoid performance loss (Equation 3.14); execution time is also needed to compute energy

consumption and to determine if energy constraints are met (Equation 3.15) and energy
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consumption is minimized (Equation 3.16).

We present an execution time predictor that extends previous work on IPC (Instructions

Per Cycle) prediction for DCT [47, 48, 49]. This prior work has shown that to apply DCT

effectively, it is sufficient to predict a correct ranking of DCT configurations for parallel

execution phases, even if the absolute IPC predictions for each phase are inaccurate. Mere

ranking is insufficient in our case, as we need to estimate slack time in order to apply

our DCT and DVFS policies. We use execution samples collected at runtime on specific

configurations to predict the time on other, untested configurations. From these samples,

our predictor learns about each OpenMP phase’s execution properties that impact the time

under alternative configurations.

The input from the sample configurations consists of elapsed CPU clock cycles and a

set of n hardware event rates (e(1···n,s)) observed for the particular phase on the sample

configuration s, where the event rate e(i,s) is the number of occurrences of event i divided by

the number of elapsed cycles during the execution of configuration s. The event rates capture

the utilization of particular hardware resources that represent scalability bottlenecks, thus

providing insight into the likely impact of hardware utilization and contention on scalability.

We choose which events to use with our model based on correlation analysis. In particular,

we determine which event rates on the sample configurations are most strongly correlated

with execution time. Then we select the top n events from the sorted list.

The model predicts time on a given target configuration t, which we call Timet. This

time includes the time spent within OpenMP phases plus their parallelization overhead.

For an arbitrary collection of samples, S, of size |S|, we model Timet as a linear function:

Timet =

|S|∑
i=1

(Timei · α(t,i)(e(1···n,i))) + λt(e(1···n,S)) + σt (3.17)
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The term λt is defined as:

λt(e(1···n,S)) =
n∑

i=1

(

|S|−1∑
j=1

(

|S|∑
k=j+1

(µ(t,i,j,k) · e(i,j) · e(i,k))))+

|S|−1∑
j=1

(

|S|∑
k=j+1

(µ(t,j,k,time) · Timej · Timek)) + lt (3.18)

Equation (3.17) illustrates the dependency of terms α(t,i), λt and σt on the target config-

uration. We model each target configuration t through coefficients that capture the varying

effects of hardware utilization at different degrees of concurrency, different mappings of

threads to cores and different frequency levels. The term α(t,i) scales the observed Timei

on the sample configurations up or down based on the observed values of the event rates in

that configuration. The constant term σt is an event rate-independent term. It includes the

overhead time for parallelization or synchronization. The term λt combines the products of

each event across configurations and of Timej/k to model interaction effects. Finally, µ is the

target configuration-specific coefficient for each event pair and l is the event rate-independent

term in the model.

We use multivariate linear regression (MLR) to obtain the model coefficients (α, µ and

constant terms) from a set of training benchmarks. We select the training benchmarks

empirically to vary properties such as scalability and memory boundedness. The training

benchmarks we used are MM5 and UA from the NAS parallel benchmarks [139] OpenMP

version with 119 phases in total. The observed time Timei, the product of the observed

time Timei and each event rate, and the interaction terms on the sample configurations

are independent variables for the regression while Timet on each target configuration is

the dependent variable. We derive sets of coefficients and model each target configuration

separately.

We use three sample configurations: one uses the maximum concurrency and frequency,
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative distribution of execution time prediction accuracy

while the other two use configurations with half the concurrency—with different mappings

of threads to cores—and the second highest frequency. Thus, we gain insight into utilization

of shared caches and memory bandwidth while limiting the number of samples.

We verify the accuracy of our models on systems with three different node architectures.

One has four AMD Opteron 8350 quad-core processors. The second has two AMD Opteron

265 dual-core processors. The third has two Intel Xeon E5462 quad-core processors. We

present experiments with seven OpenMP benchmarks from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks

suite (v3.1) with CLASS B input. We collect event rates from three sample configurations

and make time predictions for OpenMP phase samples in the benchmarks. We then compare

the measured time for the OpenMP phases to our predictions. Figure 3.6 shows the cumu-

lative distribution of our prediction accuracy, i.e., the total percentage of OpenMP phases

with error under the threshold indicated on the x-axis. The results demonstrate the high

accuracy of the model in all cases: more than 75% of the samples have less than 10% error.
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3.5 System Power Estimation Method

Our models need to estimate power to determine whether a configuration meets our energy

constraints (Equation 3.15). The models also need power measurements to choose the con-

figuration with the minimum energy consumption (Equation 3.16). We use the term power

to refer to average system power.

Previous work [86] found that the average system power is approximately linear in proces-

sor frequency and processor utilization for any fixed utilization and frequency respectively.

HPC applications running under different frequency settings keep CPU utilization high and

therefore tend a near linear relationship of power to frequency. Therefore, we could estimate

power based on frequency. Unfortunately, this method only works for adaptation methods

that use DCT first, where all candidates have the same concurrency configuration. For DVFS

first and the combined strategies, the candidates may have different concurrency configura-

tions, which means that their CPU utilization may vary significantly. Therefore, we need a

new method to estimate power for these cases.

Previous work [123] reveals strong correlation between power consumption and IPC.

However, this correlation exists assuming that the processor frequency is fixed. When the

frequency varies, the impact of processor stalls on IPC varies as well. On lower frequencies,

processor stalls are smaller components of CPI than on higher frequencies, which in turn

tends to increase IPC on lower frequencies. Therefore, IPC cannot reflect power consump-

tion when frequency changes. We propose to use instructions per second (IPS) to estimate

power. In particular, we use a linear model (Equation 3.19) to capture the relationship

between IPS and power. The model parameters (k1, k0) are obtained by offline training.

Given the IPS of any configuration, our model estimates the power at runtime as:

P = k1 × IPS + k0 (3.19)
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To calculate IPS, we need the instruction count and execution time. We predict execu-

tion time using the method presented in Section 3.4. The instruction count is independent of

processor frequency, but dependent on the number of threads executing in OpenMP phases,

due to the varying parallelization and synchronization overhead. In principle, using more

threads tends to increase the instruction count due to additional overhead. To estimate the

instruction count, we record instruction counts from sample configurations and use linear

interpolation to make estimations for the other untested configurations. Note that interpola-

tion is different from the linear regression used in Section 3.4. Interpolation constructs new

data points within a range of known data points. Therefore, the predicted value is bound by

known values and guarantees prediction accuracy. We choose interpolation instead of linear

regression since the instruction counts should be within the range of values collected from

samples with minimum concurrency and samples with maximum concurrency. We cannot

use interpolation for time prediction, because we cannot determine an upper bound of exe-

cution time in advance. Furthermore, we choose linear interpolation based on the intuition

that the instruction count variance across different DCT configurations mainly comes from

data accesses and thread synchronization and that these are approximately linear with the

number of threads.

We train our model with three benchmarks (bt.B, cg.C and ft.B) from the OpenMP

version of the NAS parallel benchmark suite with a total of 239 configurations and predict

the power consumption of the other four NAS benchmarks (260 configurations) on a machine

with four AMD Opteron 8350 quad-core processors. We also measure power with a Watts Up

Pro ES power meter and compare with our prediction. The cumulative prediction accuracy

is shown in Figure 3.7. We notice that prediction with estimated instruction counts is very

close to prediction with measured instruction counts. This demonstrates the effectiveness

of our estimate of instruction count. In addition, about 80% of the predictions has error

less than 18% and more than 90% has error less than 25%, which proves that our prediction
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative distribution of power prediction accuracy

scheme is usually accurate.

3.6 Implementation

We have implemented our power-aware MPI/OpenMP model in a runtime system that per-

forms online adaptation of DVFS and DCT. To use the runtime system, applications are

instrumented with function calls around OpenMP phases and selected MPI operations (col-

lectives and MPI Waitall). This instrumentation is mechanical and could be automated with

a source code instrumentation tool, like OPARI [134], in combination with a PMPI wrapper

library.

We cannot apply DCT to those OpenMP phases in which the code in each thread de-

pends on the thread identifier, since this would violate correct execution. In addition, we

cannot make accurate time and power prediction for very short OpenMP phases due to the

overhead of performing adaptation as well as accuracy limitations in performance counter

measurements. We empirically identify a threshold of one million cycles as the minimum

DCT granularity for an OpenMP phase. For each phase below this threshold, we simply use

the active configuration of the preceding phase.
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Figure 3.8: Impact of communication on slack with IRS

Our model computes slack time from Equation 3.6. The communication time used to

compute slack (tcomm send
i ) is estimated a priori, using MPPtest [77]. In practice, however,

several factors can cause inaccuracies in the computed slack estimates. First, if the workload

of OpenMP phases varies between outer iterations of the computation, the sampled iterations

may have a different workload than non-sampled iterations. Second, our execution time

predictions for OpenMP phases have error, as shown in Section 3.4, and therefore affect

the computed slack. Third, communication phases preceding computation phases that incur

slack, may reduce slack time compared to the time computed by our model. Figure 3.8

illustrates this possibility for a scenario observed in the IRS benchmark from the ASC Sequoia

Benchmark Suite. More details about the IRS benchmark are given in Section 3.7. In

this case, three tasks execute OpenMP phase group 2, non-blocking MPI communication,

MPI Waitall, OMP phase group 3, and MPI Allreduce. Due to load imbalance, the tasks

arrive at MPI Allreduce at different times. Task 0, the most heavily loaded, arrives late.

Task 2 arrives earlier and can disperse the slack that our model computes. However, point-

to-point communication between group 2 and group 3, reduces the slack by ∆t. In particular,

task 2 starts executing OpenMP phase group 3 later than task 0, which reduces the available

slack by ∆t.
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To solve the first two problems, we introduce an error tolerance, ε, that adjusts our

computed slack to compensate for those inaccuracies, thus preventing reductions of the

frequency beyond the actual slack, which is the maximum time we can disperse to the

OpenMP phases by DVFS without incurring performance loss. We modify our slack model

in Equation 3.6 to:

∆tslack
i = (tc − ti − tcomm send

i − tdvfs)/(1 + ε) (3.20)

The selection of an appropriate ε depends on prediction accuracy and other factors as

discussed above. According to our results (shown in Figure 3.6) and practical experiences,

a value between 0.1 and 0.2 effectively compensates for errors while allowing energy-saving

in most cases. We use ε ≤ 0.2 for our evaluation, which results in negligible performance

loss. This value corresponds to prediction errors of 20% or less, which captures most of our

results.

To solve the third problem, we record the wait time in MPI operations (particularly

MPI Allreduce in Figure 3.8) and use it as an upper-bound of the slack that we can disperse.

The rationale is that any gap (∆t) will be reflected as a shortened wait time and our slack

should never be longer than the wait time. If the computed slack is longer than the wait

time, we simply disperse the wait time minus DVFS overhead. This heuristic enhances the

accuracy of our prediction and decreases the effective ε value from 1.6 to 0.2 for IRS.

Simply using the wait time to estimate the slack is insufficient. The wait time, including

communication time, has higher variance across iterations due to minor network pertur-

bations. Thus, recorded wait time can lead to too high an estimate of slack. The slack

computed from Equation (3.20), on the other hand, reflects the slack that is actually avail-

able in the tasks and therefore is a more reliable value that is often less than the actual wait

time.
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Figure 3.9 displays how our runtime system works. We collect hardware events from

performance counters to learn the application’s execution properties. We use four sam-

ple configurations: one uses the maximum concurrency and frequency and one uses the

minimum concurrency and frequency to bound instruction counts for linear interpolation

(Section 3.5), while the other two use configurations with half the concurrency–with differ-

ent mappings of threads to cores–and the second highest frequency. Using these samples,

we gain insight into utilization of shared caches and memory bandwidth while keeping the

number of samples low. Based on sample events, we are then able to predict execution time

of other untested configurations with the coefficients obtained by offline training and our

time prediction model (Section 3.4). After collecting hardware events, tasks coordinate with

each other to determine critical tasks and available slack time. Based on slack time and

the adaption strategy (Section 3.3), we choose the configuration candidate that satisfies the

time constraint. Then we choose the best configuration based on the power model (Sec-

tion 3.5). The best configuration should minimize energy consumption while satisfying the

energy constraint (Section 3.3). We enforce the configuration decisions with the Linux pro-

cessor affinity system call, sched setaffinity(), threading library-specific calls for changing

concurrency levels (omp set num threads() in the case of OpenMP), and a set of cpufreq

pseudofiles in the /sys directory for changing processor frequencies. The rest of the execution

is performed under the predicted optimal configurations.

3.7 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate our model with the Multi-Zone versions of the NPB benchmarks (NPB-MZ) [139]

and two realistic applications (AMG and IRS). The NPB-MZ [102] suite has three bench-

marks (LU-MZ, SP-MZ and BT-MZ). Each has the program flow shown in Figure 3.10. The

benchmark loop has one procedure to exchange boundary values using point-to-point MPI
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Figure 3.9: Online adaptation of DVFS and DCT for hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications

communication. Therefore, the entire benchmark loop has only one OpenMP phase group.

A bin-packing algorithm balances the workload of the OpenMP phases between all tasks.

Under this algorithm, LU-MZ and SP-MZ allocate the same number of zones for each task

and each zone has the same size. For BT-MZ, zones have different sizes and each task owns

a different number of zones, however each task has almost the same total zone size.

IRS uses a preconditioned conjugate gradient method for inverting a matrix equation.

Figure 3.11 shows its simplified computational kernel. We group the OpenMP phases

into four groups. Some OpenMP phase groups include serial code. We treat serial code

as a special OpenMP phase with the number of threads fixed to 1. Although DCT is

not applicable to serial code, it could be imbalanced between MPI tasks and hence pro-

vide opportunities for saving energy through DVFS. We use input parameters NDOMS=8

and NZONES PER DOM SIDE=90. The IRS benchmark has load imbalance between the

OpenMP phase groups of different tasks.

AMG [83] is a parallel algebraic multigrid solver for linear systems on unstructured grids.

Its driver builds linear systems for various 3-dimensional problems; we choose a Laplace type

problem (problem parameter set to 2). The driver generates a problem that is well balanced

between tasks.
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Figure 3.10: NPB-MZ flow
graph

Figure 3.11: Simplified IRS flow
graph

Figure 3.12: Simplified
AMG flow graph

For our experiments, we introduce artificial load imbalance into BT-MZ and AMG to

investigate how energy savings vary with explicit load imbalance under different strategies.

However our system does not necessarily need imbalanced load to save energy. BT-MZ and

AMG are chosen, because their problem partitions across tasks can be easily changed without

violating the correctness of the applications. In particular, we slightly modified BT-MZ so

that each task owns the same number of zones, but each task has a different total zone size.

We also generated a new problem with imbalance load for AMG. The load distribution ratio

between pairs of MPI tasks in this new version is 0.45:0.55.

We categorize hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications based on the workload characteristics

of their OpenMP phases: (1) imbalanced and constant workload per iteration (e.g., modified

BT-MZ) or nearly constant workload per iteration (e.g., IRS); (2) imbalanced and non-

constant workload per iteration (e.g., modified AMG); (3) balanced workload (e.g., SP-MZ,

LU-MZ, BT-MZ and AMG).

We first run all benchmarks on two homogeneous nodes, each with four AMD Opteron
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8350 quad-core processors (a total of 16 cores per node). The baseline is the execution under

the configuration using 4 processors and 4 cores per processor, all running at the highest

processor frequency. DVFS on the AMD Opteron 8350 has five frequency settings and we

apply DVFS to the whole processor (all cores on a single socket). We display the results

with three adaptation strategies (Section 3.3). The results with pure DCT are displayed as

well, so that we can know whether DCT or DVFS lead to the energy savings.

Figure 3.13 shows the results for the NPB benchmarks. The pure DCT scheme selects the

same concurrency configuration as the performance baseline for BT-MZ, which leads to no

performance or energy gains. Due to good scalability of the OpenMP phases, DCT maintains

maximum concurrency and cannot save energy. However with DCT first, we achieve energy

savings (10.21%) with almost no performance loss. With DVFS first, we choose the same

DCT/DVFS configurations as DCT first and thus the energy consumption is almost the same

as DCT first. With the combined strategy, we achieve the largest energy saving (10.85%),

because the combined strategy is able to choose a configuration that cannot be selected by

the other strategies.

The OpenMP phases in SP-MZ do not scale well, so we can save energy (5.72%) by

applying DCT alone. Due to the balanced load in SP-MZ, our DVFS algorithm cannot save

energy, as shown by pure DCT and the three strategies having the same energy consumption.

The LU-MZ benchmark has scalable OpenMP phases and balanced load, so our runtime

system does not have any opportunity to save energy. However, this test case shows that

our system has negligible overhead (0.736%).

The AMG problem that we study has non-constant workload per iteration, which makes

our predicted configurations based on sampled iterations incorrect in later iterations. After

profiling its OpenMP phases, we find that AMG has a periodic workload. OpenMP phase

group 1 has a period of 14 iterations and OpenMP phase group 2 has a period of 7 iterations.

Threfefore, we can still apply our control schemes, but with application-specific sampling.
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Figure 3.13: Execution time and energy consumption of NPB-MZ under adaptive DCT/DVFS
control

Since the workload within a period varies from one iteration to another, we select configura-

tions for every iteration within a period. We use more sample iterations during at least one

period and change configurations for each iteration within a period.

The results show that pure DCT achieves 8.38% energy saving and 7.39% performance

gain. The best energy saving (13.80%) is achieved by applying either DCT first or the com-

bined strategy. DVFS first, however, achieves less energy saving, due to the inability to fully

leverage slack time (discussed in Section 3.3). In IRS, we observe performance improvement

of 7.5% and energy savings of 12.25% by applying only DCT. By applying DVFS with three

strategies, we can further reduce energy however with a slight performance loss, compared

to the performance of pure DCT because the workload in OpenMP phases varies slightly

and irregularly. The selection of our DVFS scheme based on sample iterations may hurt

performance in the rest of the run. The best energy savings (13.31%) are achieved with

DCT first and the combined strategy, with overhead of only 1.89% and 2.07% respectively,

compared to pure DCT.

To summarize, our hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications present different energy-saving op-
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Figure 3.14: Execution time and energy consumption of AMG and IRS under adaptive DCT/DVFS
control

portunities and the energy-saving potential depends on workload characteristics. Our model

can detect and leverage this potential. In particular, for balanced workloads, if OpenMP

phases are non-scalable, we can save energy with DCT; if OpenMP phases are scalable,

our algorithm does not save energy, but also does not hurt performance. For imbalanced

and constant (or close to constant) per iteration workloads, our algorithm is effective, sav-

ing energy while maintaining performance. For imbalanced and non-constant per iteration

workload, if the workload is periodic, we can still apply our algorithm after detecting the

periodicity of the workload; if the workload is totally irregular, our algorithm can lead to

increased runtimes and energy consumption. We could detect the period of a workload by

testing applications with small problem sets. Alternatively, many scientific applications use

a recursive computation kernel, thus creating a periodic workload that we could track based

on the stack trace depth. We also notice that the combination strategy consistently achieves

the best energy saving, while the other two strategies cannot guarantee the selection of the

most energy efficient configurations.

We extend our analysis to systems of larger order to investigate how our model reacts

as the number of nodes changes. The following experiments consider scalability of energy

saving techniques. We present results from experiments on the System G supercomputer

at Virginia Tech. System G is a research platform for Green HPC, composed of 320 nodes

powered by Mac Pro computers, each with 2 quad-core Xeon processors, and thousands of
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power and thermal sensors. Each processor has two frequency settings for DVFS. The nodes

are connected by Infiniband (40Gb/s). We vary the number of nodes and study how our

power-aware model performs under strong and weak scaling. We use the execution under the

configuration using 2 processors and 4 cores per processor running at the highest processor

frequency, which we refer to as (2,4), as the baseline by which we normalize reported times

and energy.

Figure 3.15 displays the results of AMG and IRS under strong scaling (i.e., maintaining

the same total problem size across all scales). Actual execution time is shown above normal-

ized execution time bars, to illustrate how the benchmark scales with the number of nodes.

On our cluster, the OpenMP phases in AMG scale well, therefore DCT does not find energy-

saving opportunities in almost all cases although DCT leads to concurrency throttling on

some nodes with 64 nodes or more. However due to the small length of OpenMP phases

at this scale, DCT does not lead to significant energy savings. When the number of nodes

reaches 128, the per node workload in OpenMP phases is further reduced to a point where

some phases become shorter than our DCT minimum phase granularity threshold and DCT

simply ignores them.

On the other hand, our three strategies using DVFS save a significant amount of energy in

most cases. However, as the number of nodes increases, the ratio of energy-saving decreases

from 3.72% (4 nodes) to 0.121% (64 nodes) because the load difference between tasks becomes

smaller as the number of nodes increases. With 128 nodes, load imbalance is actually less

than DVFS overhead, so DVFS becomes ineffective. We also notice the slightly increased

overhead when the number of nodes is increased due to the task coordination cost, which

becomes larger as the node count increases. In the AMG benchmark, which has a workload

period of 14, 14 coordinations (DCT first) or 28 coordinations (DVFS first and combination)

are needed to select the appropriate configurations. However, the overhead is less than 4%

in total and less than 2% in most cases. In IRS, our strategies with DCT lead to measurable
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Figure 3.15: Strong scaling results on System G

energy savings when the number of nodes is more than 8 (up to 3.06%). We even observe

performance gains with DCT when the number of nodes reaches 16. However, DCT does

not lead to energy savings in the case of 128 nodes for similar reasons to AMG. DVFS leads

to energy savings with less than 16 nodes but does not provide benefits as the number of

nodes becomes large and the imbalance becomes small.

Figures 3.16 displays weak scaling results. We adjust the input parameters as we vary

the number of nodes so that the problem size per node remains constant (or close to it). For

IRS, the energy savings ratio grows slightly as we increase the number of nodes (from 1.9%

to 2.5%). Slightly increased imbalance, as we increase the problem size, allows additional

energy savings. For AMG, we observe that the ratio of energy savings stays almost constant

(2.17%∼2.22%), which is consistent with AMG having good weak scaling. Since the workload

per node is stable, energy saving opportunities are also stable as we vary the number of nodes.

In general, energy-saving opportunities vary with workload characteristics. They become
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Figure 3.16: Weak scaling results on System G

smaller as the number of nodes increases under a fixed total problem size because the subdo-

main allocated to a single node becomes so small that the energy-saving potential that DVFS

or DCT can leverage falls below the threshold that we can exploit. An interesting observation

is that, when the number of nodes is below the threshold, some benchmarks (e.g., IRS with

less than 32 nodes) present good scalability of energy-saving opportunities for DCT because

of the changes in their workload characteristics (e.g., scalability and working data sets) as the

allocated sub-domain changes. With weak scaling, energy-saving opportunities are usually

stable or increasing and actual energy savings from our model tends to be higher than with

strong scaling. Most importantly, under any case our model can leverage any energy saving

opportunity without significant performance loss as the number of nodes changes.
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3.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented models and algorithms for energy-efficient execution of hybrid

MPI/OpenMP applications. We characterized energy-saving opportunities in these appli-

cations, based on the interaction between communication and computation. We used this

characterization, to propose algorithms using two energy-saving tools, DCT and DVFS, to

leverage energy-saving opportunities without performance loss. We study three strategies

to apply DCT and DVFS and investigate their impact on energy savings. We propose a

power estimation model that can estimate power for variant concurrency and frequency

configurations.

Our work improves existing DCT techniques by characterizing the potential performance

loss due to concurrency adjustment. We use this insight to provide performance guarantees

in our new “one phase approach”, which balances between DCT performance penalties and

energy savings. We also present a more accurate model for measuring slack time for DVFS

control and solve the problem of frequency selection using dynamic programming. We apply

our model and algorithm to realistic MPI/OpenMP benchmarks at larger scales than any

previously published study. Overall, our new algorithms yield substantial energy savings

(8.74% on average and up to 13.8%) with either negligible performance loss or performance

gain (up to 7.5%). Further, our results are the first to characterize how energy-saving

opportunities vary under strong and weak scaling, on systems with large node and core

counts.
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Chapter 4

Power-Aware MPI Task Aggregation

Prediction

Modern high-end computing systems have many nodes with several processors per node

and multiple cores per processor. The distribution of tasks across the cores of multiple

nodes impacts both execution time and energy. Current job management systems, which

typically rely on a count of available cores for assigning jobs to cores, simply treat parallel

job submissions as a 2D chart with time along one axis and number of cores along the

other [58, 165]. They regard each job as a rectangle with width equal to the number of cores

requested by the job and height equal to the estimated job execution time. Most scheduling

strategies are based on this model, which has been extensively studied [16, 115, 178]. Some

job scheduling systems also consider communication locality factors such as the network

topology [163]. Unfortunately, job schedulers ignore the power-performance implications of

the layouts of cores available in compute nodes to execute tasks from parallel jobs.

In the previous chapter, we assume one MPI task per node without consideration of task

distribution. In this chapter, we remove this assumption and consider the effects of task

distribution. In particular, we propose power-aware task aggregation.
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Task aggregation refers to aggregating multiple tasks within a node with shared mem-

ory. A fixed number of tasks can be distributed across a variable number of nodes, using

different degrees of task aggregation per node. Aggregated tasks share system resources,

such as the memory hierarchy and network interface, which has an impact on performance.

This impact may be destructive, because of contention for resources. However, it may also

be constructive. For example, an application can benefit from the low latency and high

bandwidth of intra-node communication through shared memory. Although earlier work

has studied the performance implications of communication through shared-memory in MPI

programs [36, 37, 118], the problem of selecting the best distribution and aggregation of a

fixed number of tasks has been left largely to ad hoc solutions.

Task aggregation significantly impacts energy consumption. A job uses fewer nodes with

a higher degree of task aggregation. Unused nodes can be set to a deep low-power state

while idling. At the same time, aggregating more tasks per node implies that more cores

will be active running tasks on the node, while memory occupancy and link traffic will also

increase. Therefore, aggregation tends to increase the power consumption of active nodes.

In summary, task aggregation has complex implications on both performance and energy.

Job schedulers should consider these implications in order to optimize energy-related metrics

while meeting performance constraints.

We target the problem of how to distribute MPI tasks between and within nodes in order

to minimize execution time, or minimize energy, under a given performance constraint. The

solution must make two decisions: how many tasks to aggregate per node; and how to assign

the tasks scheduled on the same node to cores, which determines how these tasks will share

hardware components such as caches, network resources, and memory bandwidth. In all

cases, we select a task aggregation pattern based on performance predictions.

We assume the following:
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1. The number of MPI tasks is given and fixed throughout the execution of the application;

2. The number of nodes used to execute the application and the number of tasks per

node is decided at job submission time and this decision depends on a prediction of

the impact of different aggregation patterns on performance and energy;

3. Any aggregation must assign the same number of tasks to each node;

4. Jobs are SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) programs;

5. MPI communication patterns—including message size and communication target—can

vary across tasks;

6. Aggregation patterns must not result in total DRAM requirements that exceed a node’s

physical memory.

Allowing aggregation patterns that place more tasks on some nodes than others may

be more efficient in imbalanced applications, however, the resulting load imbalance would

hurt performance and waste energy in well balanced SPMD applications. In these cases, the

system could leverage slack to save energy. We studied energy-saving opportunities due to

slack in the previous chapter.

A series of tests with the NAS 3.2 MPI parallel benchmarks (problem size D) on 16

nodes of a cluster under various aggregation patterns demonstrates the effect of aggregation

on execution time and energy. Each node of this cluster has two Xeon E5462 quad-core

processors, each of which has two dies shared by two cores and 8 GB of physical memory.

Figure 4.1 shows the results for the eight possible aggregation patterns on this platform.

Energy and energy-delay product data are normalized to the results with aggregation pattern

1. Figure 4.2 depicts the aggregation patterns with the cores assigned to tasks indicated with

stripes. Pattern 8 is not available for some benchmarks as each task requires more than an
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eighth of the memory on a node. Our results for FT use more grid points and iterations than

in the standard problem size D to achieve longer execution times. As seen in the execution

time and energy consumption of the benchmarks across all feasible aggregation patterns,

no single pattern always provides the best results. For example, using one core of each die

(pattern 5) for CG uses the least energy but results in sub-optimal execution time, while

using one core of each processor (pattern 2) for FT provides the lowest execution time but

does not minimize energy consumption.

We decompose the aggregation problem into three subproblems:

1. Predicting the impact of task count per node on computation;

2. Predicting the communication cost of all aggregation patterns;

3. Combining the computation and communication predictions.

We study the impact of aggregation on computation and communication separately, since

the same aggregation pattern can impact computation and communication differently.

In this chapter, we present a prediction-based framework to solve the aggregation prob-

lem. The framework exploits the iterative structure of parallel phases that dominate exe-

cution time in scientific applications. We collect samples of hardware event counters and

communication pattern information at runtime. From this data, we predict the performance

under all feasible aggregation patterns and then rank the patterns to identify a preferred

aggregation pattern.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents our method for pre-

dicting the performance of computation phases after task aggregation. Section 4.2 presents

our graph partitioning algorithm for task grouping. Section 4.3 presents our communication

performance prediction method. Section 4.4 discusses our method for ranking aggregation

patterns. Section 4.5 presents our experimental analysis. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Impact of task aggregation on the NAS PB suite
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Figure 4.2: Aggregation patterns on our test platform

4.1 Predicting Computation Performance

We predict performance during computation phases by predicting IPC. We derive an empir-

ical model based on previous work [47, 48, 49], which predicts IPC of computation phases in

OpenMP applications. We use iteration samples collected at runtime on specific aggregation

patterns to predict the IPC for each task on other untested aggregation patterns. The IPC

for each aggregation pattern is the average value of the IPC of all tasks.

The execution samples provide statistical indicators about the execution properties of

computation phases that impact IPC. Different aggregation patterns imply different pat-

terns in resource sharing and contention, which in turn influence IPC. If we can accurately

predict the impact of sharing and contention on IPC then we can also identify the aggrega-

tions that improve energy efficiency.

Based on this discussion, we build an empirical model derivation shown in equation (4.1):

IPCt =

|S|∑
i=1

(IPCi · α(t,i)(e(1···n,i))) + λt(e(1···n,S)) + σt (4.1)
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The model predicts the IPC of a specific aggregation pattern t based on information collected

in S samples. We collect n hardware event rates e(1···n,i) and IPCi in each sample i. The

function α(t,i)() scales the observed IPCi in sample i up or down based on the observed

values of event rates while λt is a function that accounts for the interaction between events

and σt is a constant term for the aggregation pattern t. For a specific sample s, we define

αt as:

αt(e(1···n,s)) =
n∑

j=1

(x(t,j) · e(j,s) + y(t,j)) + zt (4.2)

where e(j,s) is a hardware event in sample s, and x(t,j), y(t,j) and zt are coefficients.

λt is defined as:

λt(e(1···n,S)) =
n∑

i=1

(

|S|−1∑
j=1

(

|S|∑
k=j+1

(µ(t,i,j,k) · e(i,j) · e(i,k))))+

|S|−1∑
j=1

(

|S|∑
k=j+1

(µ(t,j,k,IPC) · IPCj · IPCk)) + lt

(4.3)

where e(i,j) is the ith event of the jth sample. µ(t,i,j,k), µ(t,j,k,IPC) and lt are coefficients.

We approximate the coefficients in our model with multivariate linear regression. IPC,

the product of IPC and each event rate, and the interaction terms in the sample aggre-

gation patterns serve as independent variables, while the IPC on each target aggregation

pattern serves as the dependent variable. We record IPC and a predefined collection of

event rates while executing the computation phases of each training benchmark with all

aggregation patterns. We use the hardware event rates that most strongly correlate with

the target IPC in the sample aggregation patterns. We develop a model separately for

each aggregation pattern and derive sets of coefficients independently. We use the twelve

SPEC MPI 2007 benchmarks [166] under different problem sets as training benchmarks.

These benchmarks demonstrate wide variation in execution properties such as scalability
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Measured
IPC

Predicted
IPC

Error rate

lu.D.16, pattern1 1.926 1.944 0.9510%
lu.D.16, pattern2 1.921 1.937 0.8234%
lu.D.16, pattern3 1.924 1.942 0.9109%
lu.D.16, pattern6 1.846 1.834 0.6689%
lu.D.16, pattern7 1.763 1.743 1.137%
lu.D.16, pattern8 1.699 1.669 1.741%
bt.D.16, pattern1 2.033 2.028 0.2475%
bt.D.16, pattern2 2.048 2.032 0.7474%
bt.D.16, pattern3 2.051 2.041 0.4738%
bt.D.16, pattern6 2.014 2.008 0.3041%
bt.D.16, pattern7 1.989 1.995 0.3033%
ft.D.16, pattern1 1.441 1.469 1.934%
ft.D.16, pattern2 1.568 1.601 2.109%
ft.D.16, pattern3 1.512 1.543 2.032%
ft.D.16, pattern6 1.451 1.479 1.948%
ft.D.16, pattern7 1.291 1.314 1.730%
sp.D.16, pattern1 1.952 1.976 1.259%
sp.D.16, pattern2 1.956 1.971 0.7839%
sp.D.16, pattern3 1.99 1.955 0.3166%
sp.D.16, pattern6 1.755 1.789 1.951%
sp.D.16, pattern7 1.610 1.628 1.110%

Table 4.1: IPC prediction of computation phases

and memory-boundedness.

We classify computation phases into four categories based on their observed IPC dur-

ing the execution of the sample aggregation patterns and use separate models for different

categories in order to improve prediction accuracy. Specifically, we classify phases into four

categories with IPC [0, 1), [1, 1.5), [1.5, 2.0) and [2.0, +∞). Thus our model is a piecewise

linear regression that attempts to describe the relationship between dependent and indepen-

dent variables more accurately by separately handling phases with low and high scalability

characteristics.

We test our model by comparing our predicted IPC with the measured IPC of the

computation phases of several NAS MPI parallel benchmarks. We present results from tests

on the Virginia Tech System G supercomputer (see Section 4.5) in Figure 4.1. Patterns 4 and

5 from Figure 4.2 serve as our sample aggregation patterns. Our model is highly accurate,
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as the results in Table 4.1 show, with worst-case absolute error of 2.109%. The average error

in all predictions is 1.079% and the standard deviation is 0.7916.

4.2 Task Grouping Problem

An aggregation pattern determines how many tasks to place on each node and processor; we

must also determine which tasks to collocate. If an aggregation groups k tasks per node and

a program uses n tasks, there are
(

n
k

)
ways to group the tasks to achieve the aggregation. For

nodes with p ≥ k processors, we then can place the k tasks on one node in
(

p
k

)
k! = p!

(p−k)!
ways

on the available cores. The grouping of tasks on nodes and their placement on processors has

an impact on the performance of MPI point-to-point communication. Computation phases

are only sensitive to how tasks are laid out in each node and not to which subset of tasks

is aggregated in each node since we assume SPMD applications with balanced workloads

between processors. The impact of task placement for MPI collective operations depends on

the characteristics of the network; they are relatively insensitive to task placement with flat

networks such as fat trees. Thus, we focus on point-to-point operations as we decide which

specific MPI ranks to locate on the same node or processor.

We demonstrate how MPI point-to-point communication is sensitive to locations of com-

munication source and target in Figure 4.3, which shows results of single ping-pong pattern

tests with the Intel MPI benchmark [95] using OpenMPI-1.3.2 [140]. Each test has two

tasks involved in an MPI point-to-point communication. For the inter-node results, we used

two nodes connected with a 40Gb/s InfiniBand network. Each node has two Intel Xeon

E5462 quad-core processors. We also test the three possible intra-node placements (same

die; different dies, same processor; different processors — see Figure 4.2).

The results reveal that intra-node communication has low latency for small messages,

while inter-node high bandwidth communication is more efficient for large messages. These
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Figure 4.3: Intra-node vs. inter-node latency comparison

conclusions are consistent with previous results on the Myrinet2000 network [118]. In the-

ory, intra-node communication can leverage the low latency and high throughput of the node

memory system. Therefore, it should outperform inter-node communication. In practice,

sharing the node’s memory bandwidth between communicating tasks while they exchange

large messages incurs sufficient overhead to make it less efficient than inter-node communica-

tion. We also find that the performance of intra-node communication is sensitive to how the

tasks are laid out within a node: intra-node communication can benefit from cache sharing

due to processor die sharing or whole processor sharing.

Based on these results, we prefer aggregations that colocate tasks based on whether their

communication is in the latency or bandwidth regime. However, we cannot decide whether

to colocate a given pair of tasks based only on individual point-to-point communications

between them. Instead, we must consider all communication performed between those tasks

and all communication between all tasks. Overall performance may be best even though

some (or all) point-to-point communication between two specific tasks is not optimized.

Task grouping is an NP-complete problem [145]. We formalize the problem as a graph

partitioning problem and use an efficient heuristic algorithm [106] to solve it. We briefly
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review this algorithm in the following section.

4.2.1 Algorithm Review

The algorithm partitions a graph G of kn nodes with associated edge costs into k sub-

partitions, such that the total cost of the edge cut, the edges connecting subpartitions, is

minimized. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary partitioning into k sets of size n and

then tries to bring the partitioning as close as possible to being pairwise optimal by repeated

application of a 2-way partitioning procedure.

The 2-way partitioning procedure starts with an arbitrary partitioning {A, B} of a graph

G and tries to decrease the initial external cost T (i.e., the total cost of the edge cut) by a

series of interchanges of subsets of A and B. The algorithm stops when it cannot find further

pair-wise improvements. To choose the subsets of A and B, the algorithm first selects two

graph nodes a1, b1 such that the gain g1 after interchanging a1 with b1 is maximal. The

algorithm temporarily sets aside a1 and b1 and chooses the pair a2, b2 from A − {a1} and

B − {b1} that maximizes the gain g2. The algorithm continues until it has exhausted the

graph nodes. Then, the algorithm chooses m to maximize the partial sum
∑m

i=1 gi. The

corresponding nodes a1, a2, ..., am and b1, b2, ..., bm are exchanged.

This algorithm has a reasonable probability of finding the optimal partition. The number

of subset exchanges before the algorithm converges to a final partition for a 2-way partitioning

is between 2 and 4 for a graph with 360 edges [106]. In our experiments we execute programs

with at most 128 tasks (as shown in Section 4.5). In this case, the subset exchanges for 2-

way partitioning (2 cluster nodes) is at most 2 and the number of total subset exchanges for

16-way partitioning is at most 1200.
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4.2.2 Applying the Algorithm

Task aggregation must group T tasks into n partitions, where n is the number of nodes of a

specific aggregation pattern. We regard each MPI task as a graph node and communication

between tasks as edges. Aggregating tasks into the same node is equivalent to placing graph

nodes into the same partition. We now define an edge cost based on the communication

between task pairs.

The original algorithm tries to minimize the total cost of the edge cut. In other words, it

tries to place graph nodes with a small edge cost into different partitions. Thus, we must as-

sign a small (large) cost value on an edge that favors inter-node (intra-node) communication.

We observe two further edge cost requirements:

1. The difference between the small cost value (for inter-node communication) and the

large cost value (for intra-node communication) should be large;

2. The edge values should form a range that reflects the relative benefit of intra-node

communication.

A large difference between edge costs reduces the probability of the heuristic algorithm

selecting a poor partitioning. The range of values reflects that colocation benefits some task

pairs that communicate frequently more than others.

To assign edge costs, we measure the size of every message between each task pair during

execution to obtain a communication table. We then estimate the communication time for

each pair of communicating tasks i and j if we place them in the same partition (tintra
ij ) and if

we place them in different partitions (tinter
ij ). We estimate these communication times exper-

imentally by using data similar to that shown in Figure 4.3. Our intra-node communication

time prediction is conservative, since we use the worst-case intra-node communication (i.e.,

two tasks with no processor or die sharing). Finally, we compare tintra
ij and tinter

ij to decide
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whether the tasks i and j benefit from colocation. If tintra
ij > tinter

ij then we set the edge cost

to cij = 1.0/(tintra
ij − tinter

ij ). Alternatively, if tintra
ij ≤ tinter

ij , we set cij = C + (tinter
ij − tintra

ij ).

These edge costs provide a range of values that reflect the relative benefit of intra-node

communication as needed.

C is a parameter that ensures the difference of edge costs for pairs of tasks that favor

intra-node communication and pairs of tasks that favor inter-node communication is large.

We define C as:

C = k2∆t (4.4)

where k is the number of tasks per node (i.e., k = T/n). k2 is the maximum number of edge

cuts between the two partitions. ∆t is defined as max{1.0/(tintra
ij − tinter

ij )} between all task

pairs (i, j) that benefit from inter-node communication.

Overall, our edge costs reflect whether the communication between a task pair is in the

latency or bandwidth regime. We apply the graph partitioning algorithm based on these

edge costs to group tasks into n nodes. We then use the same algorithm to determine the

placement of tasks on processors within a node. Thus, this algorithm calculates a task

placement for each aggregation pattern.

4.3 Predicting Communication Performance

Communication performance prediction must estimate the impact of sharing resources such

as memory, buses or other node-level interconnects, network interfaces, links, and switches.

We use the term communication interference if this sharing causes performance loss.

We study how communication operations performed by tasks in the same node affect

performance. In particular, we investigate if the placement of tasks in the node (i.e., how

MPI tasks are distributed between processors, sockets, and dies in the node) and task inten-
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sity (i.e., the number of tasks assigned to the node) affect performance. Figure 4.4 displays

the performance of intra-node MPI point-to-point communication between two tasks, which

we call the “observed communication operation”, while there is interference from other con-

current intra-node communication operations, which we call “noise”. We use the Intel MPI

benchmark to perform concurrent ping-pong tests within a node, and present results from

the same system as in Section 4.2. The observed communication operation and noise start

at the same time and use the same message size.

Figure 4.4(a) shows that task placement impacts communication performance. In the

following, we refer to the numbering of patterns presented in Figure 4.2 for conciseness. The

intra-node communication in groups 1, 2, and 3 follows communication patterns 4, 3 and 2

respectively. Each group has three tests: test 1 is a reference with no noise; test 2 and test 3

each have a task pair introducing noise by performing intra-node communication. In test 2,

the layout of the task pair introducing noise and the layout of the observed task pair follow

pattern 6 for group 1 and pattern 5 for group 2 and group 3. In test 3, the layout of the

task pair introducing noise and the layout of the observed task pair follow pattern 7 in group

1 and 2, and pattern 6 in group 3. The performance penalty of intra-node communication

under noise can range from negligible to as high as 182%, depending on where the tasks that

introduce noise are located.

Figure 4.4(b) shows that task intensity has a significant impact on communication per-

formance. In these tests, the two tasks performing the observed communication operation

do not share a processor. The tasks introducing noise do not share a processor either. Test

1 is again a reference with no noise, while test 2 has one pair of tasks introducing noise and

test 3 has two pairs of tasks introducing noise. The intra-node communication of tasks intro-

ducing noise in test 2 and test 3 occupy a different processor than the task pair performing

the observed communication. Test 4 has three task pairs introducing noise by performing

intra-node communication that, together with the observed pair, fully occupy all cores. The
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(a) Impact of task placement (b) Impact of task intensity

Figure 4.4: Impact of communication interference

performance of intra-node communication is significantly affected by other intra-node com-

munication operations running concurrently on the same node, especially if the message size

is large.

We conducted exhaustive tests to cover all combinations of intra-node communication

and inter-node communication under different aggregation patterns. The tests show that

both intra-node communication and inter-node communication are sensitive to interference

from concurrent communication operations. They also show that the performance of MPI

communication is sensitive to task placement and task intensity. Thus, we must capture the

impact of these factors and integrate them into our prediction framework.

Modeling and predicting communication time in the presence of noise is challenging, due

to the following reasons:

• Computation/communication overlap;

• Overlap and interference of concurrent communication operations;

• Even in the absence of overlap, many factors, including task placement, task intensity,

communication type (i.e., intra-node or inter-node), and communication volume and
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intensity impact communication interference.

Thus, we propose an empirical method to predict a reasonable upper bound for MPI point-

to-point communication time.

We trace MPI point-to-point operations to gather the endpoints of communication op-

erations. We also estimate potential interference based on the proximity of the calls. We

use this information to estimate parameters for task placement and task intensity that in-

terfere with each communication operation for each aggregation pattern. Since we predict

an upper bound, we assume that the entire MPI latency overlaps with noise from other con-

current communication operations. This assumption is reasonable for well-balanced SPMD

applications, because of their bulk-synchronous execution pattern.

We construct a prediction table based on our extracted parameters, namely type of com-

munication (intra-node/inter-node), task intensity, task placement for both communicating

and interfering tasks, and message size. We populate the table by running MPI point-to-

point communication tests under various combinations of input parameters. We reduce the

space that we must consider for the table by considering groups of task placements with

small performance difference as symmetric. The symmetric task placements have identical

hardware sharing characteristics with respect to observed communication and noise com-

munication. Figure 4.5 depicts two symmetric examples with one observed intra-node task

pair and one task pair introducing noise. We mark the cores occupied by task pairs that

introduce noise with dots and the cores occupied by the observed task pairs with stripes.

Placement A and placement B are symmetric, so are placement C and placement D.

We use a similar empirical scheme for MPI collectives. However, the problem is sim-

plified since collectives on MPI COMM WORLD involve all tasks; we leave extending our

framework to handle collective operations on derived communicators as future work. Thus,

we only need to test the possible task placements for specific task counts per node for the
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Figure 4.5: Examples of symmetric task placements

observed communication.

We apply our communication prediction methodology to the NAS 3.2 MPI parallel bench-

marks and compare it with the communication time measured and reported by mpiP [183].

Figure 4.6 shows a subset of the results. We use 10 iterations of the main computation

loop in bt.D.16 and ft.D.16, and 50 iterations of the main computation loop in mg.D.16,

to minimize measurement error. Most MPI operations in BT and MG are point-to-point

operations. We clearly overpredict communication overhead due to the overlap of compu-

tation and communication and our pessimistic prediction of the overlap between interfering

communication operations. On the contrary, MPI operations in FT are collective operations

and our prediction methodology is accurate in these cases.
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Figure 4.6: Measured vs. predicted communication time

4.4 Choosing an Aggregation Pattern

Our prediction framework allows us to predict the aggregation pattern that either optimizes

performance, or optimizes energy under a given performance constraint.

We predict the best aggregation pattern based on our computation and communica-

tion performance predictions. Since our goal is to minimize energy under a performance

constraint, we pick candidates based on their predicted performance and then rank them

considering a ranking of their energy consumption.

We predict performance in terms of IPC (Section 4.1). To predict performance in terms

of time, we measure the number of instructions executed with one aggregation pattern and

assume that this number remains constant across aggregation patterns. We verify this as-

sumption by counting the number of instructions under different aggregation patterns for

10 iterations of all NAS MPI parallel benchmarks on a node of our cluster. The maximum
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variance in the number of instructions executed between different aggregation patterns is a

negligible 8.5E-05%.

We compare aggregation patterns by measuring their difference to a reference pattern,

where there is no aggregation of tasks in a node. We compute the difference as:

∆t = tcomp
1 + tcomm

1 − tcomp
0 − tcomm

0 (4.5)

where tcomp
1 , tcomm

1 is our estimated computation time and communication time upper bound

for the given aggregation pattern respectively and tcomp
0 , tcomm

0 is the computation and com-

munication time for the reference pattern respectively. Comparing patterns in terms of

difference with a reference pattern partially compensates for the effect of overlap and other

errors of time prediction, such as the gap between the actual and predicted communication

time. Our analysis in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 estimates performance for each task. For a specific

aggregation pattern, Equation (4.5) uses the average computation time of all tasks and the

longest communication time.

We choose candidate patterns for aggregation using a threshold of 5% for the performance

penalty that any aggregation pattern may introduce when compared to the reference pattern.

We discard any aggregation pattern with a higher performance penalty, which ensures that

we select aggregations that minimally impact user experience. An aggregation may actually

improve performance; obviously, we consider any such aggregations.

We choose the best aggregation candidate by considering energy consumption. Instead

of estimating actual energy consumption, we rank aggregation patterns based on how many

nodes, processors, sockets, and dies they use. We rank aggregation patterns that use fewer

nodes (more tasks per node) higher. Among aggregation patterns that use the same num-

ber of nodes, we prefer aggregation patterns that use fewer processors. Finally, among

aggregation patterns that use the same number of nodes and processors per node, we rank
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aggregation patterns that use fewer dies per processor higher. In the event of a tie, we prefer

the aggregation pattern with the better predicted performance. According to this ranking

method, the energy ranking of the eight aggregation patterns for our platform in Figure 4.2

from most energy-friendly to least energy-friendly corresponds with their pattern IDs.

4.5 Performance

We implemented a tool suite for task aggregation in MPI programs. The suite consists of

a PMPI wrapper library that collects communication metadata, an implementation of the

graph partitioning algorithm, and a tool to predict computation and communication perfor-

mance and to choose aggregation patterns. To facilitate collection of hardware event rates

for computation phases, we instrument applications with calls to a hardware performance

monitoring and sampling library.

We evaluate our framework with the NAS 3.2 MPI parallel benchmark suite, using

OpenMPI-1.3.2 as the MPI communication library. We present experiments from the System

G supercomputer at Virginia Tech. We described hardware of System G in Section 3.7.

We set the threshold of performance loss to 5% and use one task per node as the reference

aggregation pattern. The choice of the reference aggregation pattern is intuitive, since our

goal is to demonstrate the potential energy and performance advantages of aggregation

and our reference performs no task aggregation. More specifically, energy consumption is

intuitively greatest with one task per node since it uses the maximum number of nodes for

a given run. Task aggregation attempts to reduce energy consumption through reduction of

the node count. Given that each node consumes a few hundred Watts, we will save energy

if we can reduce the node count without sacrificing performance. Using one task per node

will often improve performance since that choice eliminates destructive interference during

computation or communication phases between tasks running on the same node. However,
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using more than one task per node can improve performance, e.g., if tasks exchange data

through a shared cache. Since the overall performance impact of aggregation varies with the

application, our choice of the reference aggregation pattern enables exploration of the energy

saving potential of various aggregation patterns.

Figure 4.7 shows that our prediction selects the best observed aggregation pattern, namely

the pattern that minimizes energy while not violating the performance constraint, in all

cases. We indicate the best observed and predicted task aggregations with stripes. The

performance loss threshold is shown with a dotted line. We achieve the maximum energy

savings with sp.D.16 (70.03%) and average energy savings of 64.87%. Our prediction of

the time difference between aggregation patterns for both computation and communication

follows the variance of actual measured time. For FT and BT, we measure performance

gains from some aggregation patterns in computation phases and our predictions correctly

capture these gains.

The applications exhibit widely varied computation to communication ratios, ranging

from communication-intensive (FT) to computation-intensive (LU). The communication

time difference across the different aggregation patterns depends on message size and com-

munication frequency. Small messages or less frequent communication result in a smaller

communication time difference. For example, 99.98% of the MPI communication operations

in lu.D.16 transfer small messages of size close to 4KB. The communication time differences

in patterns 2–6 are all less than 10.0%; the communication time differences in patterns 7

and 8 (the most intensive aggregation patterns) are less than 22.7%.

The FT benchmark runs with an input of size 1024 × 512 × 1024 and has MPI Alltoall

operations, in which each task sends 134MB data to other tasks and receives 134MB data

from other tasks. The communication time differences in patterns 2–6 range between 28.96%

and 144.1%. The communication time difference in pattern 7 (the most intensive aggregation

pattern) is as much as 209.7%.
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We also observe that CG is very sensitive to the aggregation pattern: different patterns

can have significant performance differences due to CG’s memory intensity [193]. Colocating

tasks saturates the available memory bandwidth, resulting in significant performance penal-

ties. Finally, we observe MG communication can benefit from task aggregation due to the

low latency of communicating through shared-memory. In particular, communication time

at patterns 2, 3 and 4 reduce by 12.08%, 25.68% and 48.81% respectively.

Figure 4.7: Results for the NAS 3.2 MPI parallel benchmark suite

To investigate how aggregation affects energy consumption on a larger system scale,

Figure 4.8 shows the results for LU (Class D) with more nodes in strong scaling tests. As we
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scale up the processor count, performance improves with more aggregation. In particular,

lu.D.32 has an optimal aggregation pattern of four tasks per node with each task occupying

a separate die, while both lu.D.64 and lu.D.128 have optimal aggregation patterns of eight

tasks per node. This difference occurs because tasks have smaller workloads and therefore

exercise less pressure on shared resources at large processor counts. This result confirms the

intuition that maximal aggregation is the preferred way of running parallel jobs on large-scale

clusters, for the purpose of economizing on energy and hardware resources, while sustaining

performance.

We predict a different best aggregation than the observed best for lu.D.64 and lu.D.128

although our choices perform similarly. Our predictions choose the second best aggrega-

tions with energy savings of 68.46% (lu.D.128) and 67.77% (lu.D.64), while the optimal

aggregations have energy savings of 80.70% (lu.D.128) and 80.65% (lu.D.64).

In both cases, our prediction of the time difference for the observed best is higher than

the real time difference. As a result, we eliminate that aggregation pattern as exceeding

the maximum acceptable performance loss. In general, prediction error increases as the

time scale during which the program runs decreases. Using more samples for prediction is a

potential solution to this problem.

4.6 Chapter Summary

High-end computing systems continuously scale up to more nodes, with more processors

per node and more cores per processor. The multitude of options for mapping parallel

programs to these systems creates optimization challenges. In this chapter we show that

varying the aggregation and placement of MPI tasks can provide significant energy savings

and occasional performance gains. Our framework predicts a task aggregation pattern that

minimizes energy under performance constraints in MPI applications. We derive an empirical
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Figure 4.8: Strong scaling and task aggregation for lu.D

model to predict computation time under all feasible aggregation patterns. We formalize the

problem of grouping tasks as a graph partitioning problem and solve it with a heuristic

algorithm that considers communication patterns. We also derive a communication time

upper bound for concurrent MPI point-to-point communication. Overall, our predictions

capture the performance impact of aggregation for both computation and communication

phases. Based on our prediction model, we further propose a method to select aggregations.

We apply our framework to the NAS 3.2 MPI parallel benchmark suite and observe significant

energy savings (64.87% on average and up to 70.03%). We also apply it at scales of up to

128 nodes and observe increasing energy saving opportunities, which allow more intensive

task aggregation under tight performance constraints.
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Chapter 5

Scalable Memory Registration Using

Helper Threads

Continuing progress in hardware technology enables the integration of multiple processor

cores on a single chip. CMPs bring opportunities and challenges to high performance appli-

cations, programming models, and OSs. CMPs allow aggregation of multiple tasks within a

node in order to save system power and even to improve performance [120], which is discussed

in the previous chapter. CMPs also enable novel techniques that leverage idle cores to boost

performance [52, 175]. However, CMPs increase pressure on shared resources at the node

level, such as the network interface and the memory hierarchy. Several software [157, 158]

and hardware [171, 172] schemes attempt to address this problem to achieve scaling to a

steadily increasing number of cores.

Many high performance networks, such as Infiniband [92], Myrinet [27], and iWARP

over TCP [35], leverage remote direct memory access (RDMA) to achieve high bandwidth

transfers. RDMA enables data transfer from the address space of an application process to

a peer process across the network fabric without requiring host CPU involvement. RDMA

operations require memory registration, which explicitly identifies the memory used in these
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transfers. Further, every page of the communication buffer must be pinned to prevent

swapping by the OS. Pinning memory limits adaptability of the memory system and reduces

the amount of memory that user processes can allocate. Unnecessarily pinning pages can

underutilize memory. Pinned memory is also a precious resource: some systems constrain

the maximum amount of memory that a user process can lock and some network adapters,

such as the Infiniband Host Channel Adapter (HCA), limit the number of simultaneously

pinned separate regions of contiguous virtual pages. The increasing popularity of GPUs for

HPC makes the memory pinning problem even worse, since GPUs may also require pinning

host memory mapped into the GPU address space to perform memory copies concurrently

with kernel execution.

CMPs increase the challenge of the memory registration problem since the demand for

registered memory grows linearly with the number of processes on the node. Some resource

managers like SLURM [114] and Torque [3] can limit the amount of memory that jobs can pin.

However an HPC application can require a large amount of pinned memory (see section 5.6).

If we attempt to use more than one task per node on fewer nodes, aiming to reduce power

consumption or to improve performance through shared memory communication [120], the

application can easily exceed the pinned memory limit, which prohibits using the idle cores.

We could simply deregister the communication buffer after the RDMA operation com-

pletes. However, HPC applications often exhibit repeating communication patterns [67, 97].

Also, memory registration/deregistration is expensive [51, 132, 146] since it requires a system

call and an overall linear cost in the number of pages [188]. Thus, this simple solution can

incur a significant performance loss by failing to reuse the buffer.

In this chapter, we propose a novel scalable memory registration strategy that is suf-

ficiently general to satisfy the most demanding RDMA requirements. Dynamic memory

management via a helper thread introduces several challenges. First, we must identify and

extract parallelism that exists between the main application thread and the helper thread,
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to hide operation latency through proactive memory registrations and asynchronous dereg-

istrations. Thus, the helper thread must predict when it should register which memory

locations. Second, we must minimize communication and synchronization between the main

thread and the helper thread to avoid increasing latencies on the communication critical

path. Third, a new memory registration scheme should transparently benefit the applica-

tion and parallel programming API (e.g., MPI). A fully transparent and dynamic solution

should not require profiling information, compiler support, programmer hints, source code

modification or hardware support. The helper thread mechanism should apply to any mem-

ory registration/deregistration implementation and RDMA communication protocol.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides a detailed analysis

of the memory registration scalability problem. Section 5.2 presents our communication

context-aware predictor and compares it with an existing predictor. Section 5.3 reviews

the design issues of our helper thread. Section 5.4 presents the implementation details.

Section 5.5 discusses the design policies of distributing helper threads to idle cores. We

evaluate our system and display the results in Section 5.6. We conclude this chapter in

section 5.7.

5.1 Scalable Memory Registration

High performance networks combine DMA engines in the network adapter with user level

communication protocols to achieve low CPU utilization, high bandwidth, and low latency.

The DMA engine transfers data from physical addresses in main memory to the network

adapter. Virtual addresses of communication buffers must be translated into physical ad-

dresses. The memory pages corresponding to these addresses must be pinned for the duration

of the transfer to prevent the OS from paging them to disk. Memory registration refers to the

process of address translation and pinning. We now outline common memory registration
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strategies.

Bounce Buffer: MPICH [136], MVAPICH [88] and Open MPI [71] use the bounce

buffer method in which the connection set-up phase pre-registers a set of RDMA buffers

and exchanges their addresses and associated keys between communication peers. MPI

communication then copies from/to the user’s buffer in user space to/from the bounce buffers

and uses RDMA on the bounce buffers to transfer the data. This method limits the registered

memory size to the size of the bounce buffers. It incurs registration costs only at startup,

which potentially amortizes them over many RDMA operations. However, this method

incurs significant memory copy costs, particularly for large messages. Thus, it best suits small

messages, including messages for protocol control. We could apply our helper thread strategy

to small messages to eliminate the bounce buffers. However searching preregistered buffers

and identifying the communication call site, as with our helper threads (see section 5.3),

entails sufficient overhead that the bounce buffers are preferable. Thus, we only use helper

threads for messages larger than a threshold (16KB in our experiments).

Registering Memory on Demand: Many RDMA libraries register memory on de-

mand [71, 88, 136]. This alternative scheme registers user buffers at the communication call

site, which adds the overhead of memory registration to the communication critical path.

Some implementations [71, 136] leave user buffers pinned after the communication, which can

amortize the cost if the user buffer is reused often. However, this choice increases registered

memory size, even if the buffer is only used once.

Hardware-Assisted Memory Registration: Quadrics [4] combines a hardware TLB

in the network adapter with a tuned virtual memory subsystem to allow hardware to pin

pages, to initiate page faults and to track page table changes. This approach avoids memory

registration overhead and minimizes pinned memory size. However, it increases hardware

complexity and cost and requires platform and OS-specific modifications.

Other techniques, such as the RDMA pipeline protocol, focus on reducing memory regis-
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tration cost. For example, the RDMA caching pipeline [188] combines the pipeline protocol

with on demand memory registration, leaving registered memory pinned. Our helper thread

approach aims at reducing registered memory size and avoiding (de)registration overhead.

Figure 5.1 depicts a microbenchmark that captures the limitations of prior memory reg-

istration schemes that our helper thread approach overcomes. In this common execution

pattern of HPC applications, point-to-point communication repeatedly exchanges data be-

tween locations. Figure 5.2 shows the registered memory size over time on the left and the

communication time on the right when we run the microbenchmark on two nodes connected

with Infiniband using Open MPI 1.4 and two memory registration schemes (Section 5.6 de-

scribes additional hardware configuration details). We measure sender side time for a 5MB

message. The bounce buffer occupies region 1 of registered memory, while memory regis-

tered for communication with large messages occupies region 2. With the “leave pinned”

registration on demand approach, the registered memory increases steadily and later remains

constant. The “no leave pinned” approach registers less memory, but takes 25.83% longer.

Our helper thread approach breaks this dichotomy.

If each MPI communication call site i of M total sites must register mi bytes for RDMA

communication then the maximum registered memory size is
∑

1≤i≤M mi with the leave

pinned strategy. In theory, the helper thread registers memory for a communication call site

in advance and deregisters the memory after the communication. Thus, its peak registered

memory size is max1≤i≤M mi.

As further motivation, consider a system in which each node has 8GB of physical memory

and 8 cores and we limit the registered memory size per process to 3GB, which is at least as

large as would be applied in practice. Otherwise we can incur a severe shortage of physical

memory – using two MPI processes per node, each of which pins 3GB memory, would pin

75% of the physical memory. As many large scale systems do not include local disk, this large

registered memory footprint could leave too little unregistered memory for the application
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/∗ Sender : ∗/

/∗The sender and the r e c e i v e r b e g i n
communication a t t h e same time ∗/

MPI Barrier ( . . . ) ;

for ( i t e r =0; i t e r <10; i t e r++)
{
MPI Send ( . . . , bu f f e r 1 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ; /∗ l a s t i n g 1 sec ∗/
MPI Send ( . . . , bu f f e r 2 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ;
MPI Send ( . . . , bu f f e r 3 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ;

}

/∗Rece i v e r : ∗/

/∗The sender and the r e c e i v e r b e g i n
communication a t t h e same time ∗/

MPI Barrier ( . . . ) ;

for ( i t e r =0; i t e r <10; i t e r++)
{
MPI Recv ( . . . , bu f f e r 1 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ; /∗ l a s t i n g 1 sec ∗/
MPI Recv ( . . . , bu f f e r 2 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ;
MPI Recv ( . . . , bu f f e r 3 , . . . ) ;
random comp ( ) ;

}

Figure 5.1: Microbenchmark pseudocode

Figure 5.2: Traditional memory registration sizes and communication times

to run. Even if paging is possible, it would entail a substantial performance loss. However,

even with this large memory registration limit, we cannot run problem size D of NAS PB

FT with a 2x16 2D processor layout with the standard Open MPI installation, as Figure 5.3

shows, since a single FT task requires 3.58GB of pinned memory. As we show in section 5.6,

our approach enables the execution of the application even with the memory registration

limit.

5.2 Context-Aware Predictor

HPC applications interleave communication and computation and attempt to overlap com-

munication with computation using techniques such as non-blocking MPI communication

and progress threads [158]. Our helper thread scheme offloads memory registration over-

head to overlap it with computation. Thus, we register and deregister memory outside of
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Figure 5.3: Memory registration limit prevents application execution

communication phases. We adopt a prediction-based approach. Our design attempts to

predict execution points that require memory based on iterative execution patterns in HPC

applications [67].

We present a time-based, context-aware predictor that attempts to identify iterative

usage patterns of each specific registered memory region from MPI message streams and to

predict the future registration time of each region. The predictor must dynamically detect

the registration period of each region. We then use this period to predict the next registration

time.

Alternatively, we could leverage temporal patterns in MPI messages [67], thus saving

registered memory without considering the time between communication operations. Specif-

ically, we could register a set of recently referenced memory regions, similarly to an LRU

cache. However, this method cannot minimize registered memory size. An application may

have large time gaps between RDMA communication operations, during which we can dereg-

ister previously registered memory. We require the time information to design an effective

strategy to minimize registered memory size throughout the lifetime of an application.

A simple predictor design would record the registration time for each memory region

and then use the time between consecutive registrations. However, this design cannot han-
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main computation loop
{

. . .
i nner loop1
{

. . .
MPI Comm1 ( . . . , buf1 , . . . ) ;
. . .

}
. . .
i nner loop2
{

. . .
MPI Comm2 ( . . . , buf2 , . . . ) ;
. . .

}
}

Figure 5.4: Loop nests
Figure 5.5: Prediction accuracy comparison

dle complex memory access patterns. Different control paths may use the same memory

region with different periods. Thus, we associate call site information with each registered

memory region to detect the periodicity, instead of only identifying the memory region. We

hash the call site stack frame addresses and the registered memory region address in a call

site’s signature. This solution distinguishes between uses of the same memory region with

different registration periods. The helper thread performs the hashing operations so that

we minimize latency into the application critical path, which only includes recording stack

frame addresses.

This approach generally works well but can poorly predict the registration period for

cases such as the nested loops that Figure 5.4 shows. We cannot predict the registration

time of the communication call site of the first iteration of inner loop 1 from the per iteration

time of that loop. However, that time is the registration period of all other instances of that

call site. The first iteration of inner loop 1 follows a full execution of loop 2 except for

when it is part of the first iteration of the outer loop. This call site has three different

registration periods. Thus, we extend the communication context information to include the

previous communication point to handle call sites with multiple periods. By hashing call site

information from the previous (i.e., communication type and memory address) and current

(i.e., stack frame addresses and the registered memory address) communication call sites in
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the signature, we distinguish between communications with the same stack frame addresses

but different registration periods due to control flow differences.

We use a communication context window to record communication streams (Section 5.4).

We analyze the sensitivity to the window length (i.e., how many adjacent call sites we

consider) for the NAS CG benchmark, as Figure 5.6(a) shows. “Win Len=0” indicates that

we only use current call site information, which decreases the percentage of predictions with

error less than 0.5% by 20%. Thus, we must consider previous call sites although accuracy

increases little if we use more than the immediately preceding one. Based on this and similar

results for five other NPB benchmarks, we use a window length of two, which incurs little

additional cost for potentially greater accuracy in rare cases, for the rest of the chapter.

We compare our predictor with a periodicity-based predictor that records a window of

communication streams to detect iterative patterns [67]. This predictor compares a commu-

nication subsequence with another subsequence shifted by m samples, where m is a parameter

less than the window size. It detects an iterative pattern with period m if the two subse-

quences are identical. We apply this technique to detect patterns and their time periods to

predict memory registration time. We analyzed the sensitivity of this predictor to its window

length. We found that it is highly sensitive to this parameter at any desired accuracy, as

Figure 5.6(b) shows. Further, it has a long learning process that requires a full window and

a complete pattern. Our predictor has a short learning process since its context window is

short and its predictions are independent of the pattern frequency.

Figure 5.5 compares results of our predictor with the periodicity-based one for six NAS

parallel benchmarks. Both approaches are accurate: 84.93% of periodicity-based and 94.68%

of our predictions are within 5% of the observed period. However, 74.89% of our predictions

have error less than 0.5% while only less than 40% of the periodicity-based predictions achieve

error that low.

Discussion: Our approach so far assumes that the workload per iteration is stable
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(a) Context-aware predictor (b) Periodicity-based predictor

Figure 5.6: Sensitivity analysis of the two predictors

and, therefore, memory registration is periodic. Some HPC applications (e.g., AMG in the

Sequoia benchmark suite [113]) do not have a constant workload across iterations. Although

these applications do exhibit iterative memory registration patterns, the registrations may

not be periodic. In this case, we use the shortest time between registrations in the same

context.

5.3 Helper Thread Design

General Description: Given the predicted registration time, we can design an algorithm

for the helper thread. This design must balance between registering a memory region before

a communication operation uses it and delaying memory registration as long as possible. If

we do not register memory before a communication uses it, the main thread must register

it on demand at the cost of additional latency; registering memory too soon increases the

peak memory registration size.

Our design uses two queues: a deregistration queue (DQ) and a registration queue (RQ).

The helper thread processes these queues in turn and switches between them based on a cost

estimate for processing items from each. We use fine-grained time control to ensure that we

achieve the necessary balance.
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Memory Deregistration: The main thread places information about registered mem-

ory (registration time, address, size and adjacent communication point information) into the

DQ, after the completion of a communication operation. The helper thread removes this

information and computes its signature, which it uses to extract information from the call

site hash table, which stores predicted registration periods for call sites. The helper thread

must complete the registration of each call site before its registration deadline, which is its

last registration time plus its period.

The helper thread uses the registration deadline to determine if it should deregister a

memory region, which multiple communication call sites may use. We deregister a memory

region and insert it into the RQ with its registration time set to the registration deadline if

a deregistration condition is satisfied. This condition requires that the current time plus the

estimated processing delay for memory registration is not later than the earliest registration

deadline associated with the region. The helper thread finds the nearest future registration

time for a region in the RQ after registering it and updates the earliest registration time.

The first time we register a memory region, we do not have a predicted registration period

for it. Thus, we always deregister it, which saves registered memory from those operations

that register regions only once. After processing one item from the DQ, the helper thread

switches to the RQ to check registration requests, in case any registration deadline is near.

Memory Registration: the RQ is ordered based on the registration time of each item

in the list. The helper thread processes the RQ starting from the item with the earliest

registration time. It delays registering a memory region and switches to DQ processing if

a registration condition is satisfied: the current time plus the estimated time for processing

one DQ item plus the estimated processing delay for memory registration is earlier than

the region’s registration deadline. Otherwise, the helper thread registers the memory and

updates its associated earliest registration time. We track registered memory information in

a registration cache for fast reference.
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Adjusting Registration Deadlines: Some HPC applications have communication-

intensive phases in which multiple communication sites have similar registration deadlines.

Since the helper thread tries to delay memory registration until the deadline, it may not be

able to register all memory regions on time, in which case we incur additional latency on

the communication critical path. We avoid this cost by adjusting deadlines when we insert

a new item into the RQ. The registration time gap between any two items must be longer

than the cost of processing one RQ item plus the cost of processing one DQ item, so that

we can process both the DQ and the RQ in time to make the registration deadlines. We

decrease registration deadlines when necessary to meet this condition.

Time Control and Estimation: Our design critically depends on estimated DQ and

RQ processing times. The following inequality describes our registration and deregistration

conditions:

tc + tp ≤ td (5.1)

Where tc is the current time, tp is the processing time by the helper thread and td is the

registration deadline.

We can perform deregistration if the inequality is true. For the deregistration condition,

tp includes: (1) the deregistration cost (tderegister); (2) the cost of inserting the registration

request into the RQ (tinsert); (3) registration cost (tregister); and (4) the cost of updating the

earliest registration time for a memory region (tupdate). Similarly, we can delay registration

and switch to processing the DQ if the inequality is true. For the registration condition, tp

includes: (1) the cost of searching the hash table and updating call site information (thash);

(2) the cost of searching the registration cache (tcache); (3) tderegister; (4) tinsert; (5) tregister;

and (6) tupdate.

We model the memory (de)registration cost with t(de)register = a ∗ p + b, where a is the

(de)registration cost per page, b is the overhead per operation, and p is the size of the memory
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Figure 5.7: An illustration of the helper thread implementation

region in pages [189]. We determine a and b through linear regression. The RDMA library or

device driver may include other optimizations to improve the performance of (de)registration.

While these optimizations can make the cost of (de)registration irregular, we attempt to keep

our algorithm independent of these optimizations by estimating the maximum potential cost.

Alternatively, we could use a more complex (de)registration model.

The number of queue items that we must compare in each step impacts tinsert and tupdate,

which represent the time for queue operations. Each comparison has a nearly fixed number

of instructions, which is easy to estimate. We conservatively assume that we compare every

item in the queue for the insert/update operation to simplify the overall estimates, although

an algorithm like binary insertion may involve fewer items. We can also easily estimate thash

if we assume that hash collisions are rare. We estimate tcache, which is related to the number

of cache items that the algorithm must compare, similarly to tinsert and tupdate.

5.4 Implementation

Figure 5.7 illustrates our helper thread implementation, which we discuss in this section.
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5.4.1 Synchronization Issues

Thread synchronization latency is an important design consideration for helper thread soft-

ware. We implement the DQ as a shared, lock-less circular queue. The main thread moves

the head pointer when inserting an item and the helper thread moves the tail pointer when

removing an item. Initially, the head pointer and the tail pointer point to the same position.

The helper thread compares the two pointers to determine if the DQ has new items. If so,

it moves the tail pointer forward and dequeues one item for processing.

A circular queue needs a lock to prevent the head pointer from overwriting unused data.

However, most HPC applications interleave communication with computation. Since the

computation phase is usually much longer than the processing of a queue item in the helper

thread, we usually move the tail much faster than the head so overwriting is unlikely. Further,

if an application has short (or no) computation phases, so that we move the head pointer more

quickly then the time between the communication call sites is too small to perform memory

deregistration and registration without performance loss. Thus, we can safely overwrite and,

as a result, skip old queue entries. Currently, we only use one helper thread and hence we

do not need a lock for the tail pointer. We also do not need a lock for the head pointer

if the MPI implementation does not provide MPI THREAD MULTIPLE support, which ensures

only one thread will access it at any time. Since the helper thread reads the head pointer,

RAW and WAR hazards may happen. In our case, a RAW hazard only temporarily delays

the processing of a new item, which does not add any latency to the critical path. A WAR

hazard also has no negative impact since the helper thread tests the difference between the

head and the tail pointers.

The main thread and the helper thread share the registration cache as well as the DQ.

The helper thread puts registered memory information (address, size and a pointer to the

registered memory region) into the cache prior to communication. The main thread obtains
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the registered memory region pointer from the cache. Thus, we must lock the memory region

pointer. We use atomic instructions (compare and swap) to implement a lightweight lock and

spin if it is held. With this lock, the synchronization latency is 0.072µs when two threads

contend for the lock and 0.018µs without contention. This lock overhead is low since MPI

communication latency for large messages (larger than our 16KB threshold) is at least tens

of microseconds with state-of-art hardware [112, 168].

5.4.2 Predictor Implementation

The predictor must collect context information by using a sliding window with length equal

to the number of communication call sites for which it constructs signatures. Each call

site adds information to the window. When the predictor computes a call site signature, it

obtains data for adjacent call sites from the window. We associate each call site leading to

memory registration with a call site hash table entry. The hash table entry records the last

memory registration time and the predicted period. We update the last memory registration

time when we begin memory registration for the call site. We also compute the time between

the current memory registration time and the last one, which we record as the new prediction

if it is less than the current predicted period. We use the shortest observed time because

effects such as networking perturbation, OS noise and computation workload vibration may

make the period irregular. Choosing the shortest period reduces the probability that we miss

the real registration deadline.

5.4.3 Overhead Analysis

We introduce four operations on the critical path of the main thread. First, we read the time

stamp counter at the RDMA communication call sites, which typically costs between 150

and 200 clock cycles — or less than 1µs on a 1 GHz processor. Second, we acquire a syn-
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chronization lock for a registered memory pointer, which takes less than 0.1µs, as discussed

in Section 5.4.1. Third, we record the communication type and the buffer address in the

context window, which is negligible compared to the cost of the actual MPI implementation

and communication operation. Fourth, we record the stack frame address at the RDMA

communication call site, which involves a few accesses of the frame pointer register and

copying several bytes of data. This overhead is also small compared to the communication

time of large messages. Nonetheless, we can overlap these overheads, other than collecting

the context window information, with computation for nonblocking MPI communication.

We measure our scheme’s overhead with the microbenchmark that Figure 5.1 shows.

We use a 17KB message size (marginally larger than the minimum size at which we use our

helper thread). We disable the helper thread, but keep the above four operations in the main

thread, so that any performance benefit of the helper thread does not offset its overhead.

We compare performance with the original implementation without the four operations. We

run the test 100 times and compute the average communication time at the sender site

and find that the overhead is 14.02%, which primarily comes from recording stack frame

addresses. This test gives an upper bound on overhead since real applications are likely to

be less communication-intensive or to use larger message sizes. The same microbenchmark

finds much lower overhead with larger messages (4.58% for 1MB messages and 1.22% for

4MB messages).

5.5 Leveraging Idle Cores Efficiently

In principle, helper threads use idle core cycles that are not used for computation or com-

munication. We should not sacrifice application performance by dedicating cores to helper

threads. If no idle core is available, we do not use the helper thread. However, with an

increasing number of cores per node in high-end computing environments, idle cores are
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often available due to application scalability limits [120]. In this section, we explore design

alternatives for using idle cores to run helper threads, while varying the numbers of helper

threads and idle cores dedicated to them.

When we have at least as many idle cores as helper threads, each helper thread solely

occupies a core. This unshared core distribution allows each helper thread to explore reg-

istered memory reduction opportunities fully. We show in section 5.6 how helper threads

reduce the registered memory size for each MPI task under this distribution.

When we have fewer idle cores than helper threads, distributing helper threads across the

idle cores becomes more challenging; we explore two possible policies. The aggressive policy

tolerates the excess helper threads. Each task spawns a helper thread, without considering

resource consumption. Helper threads that reside on the same core take turns conducting

memory operations, depending on the OS scheduler. The conservative policy restricts helper

threads to at most one per idle core through the coordinated elimination of helper threads

in some processes if necesssary.

The aggressive policy must adjust the registration/deregistration condition (section 5.3)

to consider concurrent helper threads. Assuming a round robin scheduling policy with a time

slice of length tslice for helper threads on the same core, we change the registration/deregis-

tration condition as follows:

tc + tp + n(tslice + tcs) ≤ td (5.2)

where n is the number of helper threads on the core and tcs is the context switch overhead.

We assume that an active helper thread does not know when its current time slice will end.

We guarantee that we do not miss deadlines by requiring td to be no earlier than the thread’s

next time slice to meet the (de)registration condition. This conservative assumption ensures

that we can safely deregister any item for which the inequality holds now and register it again

in a future time slice (the deregistration condition), or delay its registration to a future time
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Figure 5.8: Registered memory sizes with different distribution policies

slice (the registration condition).

The conservative policy uses our original registration/deregistration condition since it still

has only one helper thread per idle core. Instead, we must coordinate tasks to decide which

ones retain helper threads. We chose to provide helper threads for the tasks that register the

most memory. We implement task coordination in shared memory, where each helper thread

posts the registered memory size after finishing a fixed number of communication operations.

We continue running the threads associated with the largest memory registrations and stop

all others (we randomly break ties).

We apply both policies to NAS parallel benchmarks SP and CG. Figure 5.8 and Table 5.1

show the results. Our test platform has 8 cores per node (see Section 5.6 for more details).

We use 6 nodes with 6 tasks per node for SP. For 32 CG tasks, we use 6 nodes total: 2 with

6 tasks and 4 with 5 tasks (the task distribution is unbalanced because CG requires a power

of 2 task count and we require that each node has at least 5 tasks so that we have fewer idle

cores than tasks). Figure 5.8 shows results from the nodes with 6 tasks per node. We display

only two time steps or two computation iterations in order to illustrate the variance clearly.

We report the registered memory size for the entire node. Under the aggressive policy, we

distribute the helper threads as evenly as possible between the available idle cores so each

idle core hosts 3 helper threads.

The results show that the aggressive policy saves more registered memory on average than
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No helper thread Conservative policy Aggressive policy
SP.D.36 18.60 18.60 18.62
CG.D.32 17.08 17.09 17.09

Table 5.1: Execution time (s) with different distribution policies.

the conservative policy for SP. For CG, the aggressive policy does not save memory, while the

conservative policy does. SP does not generally interleave communication with computation

and has a relatively long time between communication calls. Thus, the aggressive policy

does not miss memory saving opportunities even though the helper threads share cores. The

conservative policy saves less memory since only a third of the tasks have helper threads.

Alternatively, CG is communication intensive so the aggressive policy cannot deregister

memory without introducing latency into the communication critical path.

In general, performance of the distribution policies depends on application characteristics

and OS scheduling. The aggressive policy assumes round robin scheduling with identical time

slices. Linux determines the time slice length based on process priority. Although helper

threads may have the same static priority, the dynamic priority may change, depending on

how often the threads submit and wait on I/O requests. Thus, helper threads may not

be scheduled round robin since the OS attempts to schedule threads with higher priority

earlier. Our design also critically depends on time information but a helper thread may

be descheduled immediately after reading the clock, making the time stale when it resumes

execution. Since the thread has no knowledge of OS scheduling decisions, it can compute an

inaccurate (de)registration condition. The conservative policy does not have these challenges

but cannot save as much memory when they are not relevant, as with applications that are

not communication intensive. Since memory registration sizes are likely to be more significant

for communication intensive applications, we favor the conservative policy.
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5.6 Performance

We implement our memory registration scheme in Open MPI 1.4 and evaluate its perfor-

mance with microbenchmarks and the NAS parallel benchmarks. Our evaluation platform

is Virginia Tech Systemg G. We described the hardware of System G in Section 3.7. Our

registration scheme provides a helper thread per MPI task. The helper thread shares the L2

cache with the associated task. In particular, the task and helper thread share the 5.6KB

DQ data structure, which easily fits in L2.

5.6.1 Microbenchmark Tests

Our first set of experiments uses the benchmark that Figure 5.1 shows. We compare the

performance of the memory registration scheme using helper threads, the Open MPI default

scheme and the RDMA pipeline protocol. The Open MPI default setting registers the

memory on demand and leaves registered memory pinned for future use (our charts label

this scheme “Leave Pinned”), which many communication libraries use. The RDMA pipeline

protocol represents a technique to reduce memory registration overhead. We both leave

memory pinned and unpinned with the pipeline protocol to capture its full potential range.

We conduct tests with both buffer reuse and no buffer reuse. In these tests “buffer reuse”

means that we use the same user buffer for communication across loop iterations; “no buffer

reuse” means the opposite. We report the average value of 100 runs of each test.

Figure 5.9 depicts the results for the buffer reuse tests. Our helper thread approach

performs similarly to Leave Pinned, which demonstrates the low helper thread overhead.

With message sizes larger than 1MB, the overhead is less than 5%. Also, the helper thread

scheme reduces the registered memory size compared to Leave Pinned by 24.75%. The

pipeline protocol implementation outperforms the other schemes for message sizes less than

256KB. Open MPI does not register memory for these messages with this protocol. Instead,
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(a) Registered memory size (4MB messages) (b) Message latency

Figure 5.9: Buffer reuse tests

it uses the bounce buffer and avoids registration and deregistration costs. Leave Pinned and

our helper thread scheme do not perform as well because they search a memory registration

cache to find preregistered memory and have a longer function call chain. However, these

schemes outperform the pipeline protocol for message sizes of 512KB and 1MB, despite the

latter still using bounce buffers, which incurs data copying overhead. The pipeline protocol

registers memory regions for larger message sizes. The pipeline protocol has low performance

if it does not leave memory pinned since it repeatedly pays registration and deregistration

costs. However, the pipeline protocol does not clearly benefit from its memory registration

optimization if it leaves memory pinned. In terms of registered memory size, the helper

thread saves more memory than the pipeline protocol (by 3.84% for no leave pinned and

21.04% for leave pinned). The pipeline protocol (leave pinned) uses less registered memory

than Leave Pinned and uses more registered memory than the helper thread, because the

pipeline protocol registers an extra bounce buffer that it leaves pinned to transfer a message

data segment for the first communication. This buffer reduces the registered memory for

later communication.

Figure 5.10 depicts the results for the no buffer reuse tests. Figure 5.10 shows that the

registered memory size for Leave Pinned grows throughout the no buffer reuse test. The

peak registered memory is 4.62× more than with the helper thread scheme, while the two
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(a) Registered memory size (4MB messages) (b) Message latency

Figure 5.10: No buffer reuse tests

schemes have comparable performance. Also, the helper thread scheme and Leave Pinned

both register memory on the critical path since the memory access pattern is irregular. Their

performance is worse than the pipeline protocol, which demonstrates the pipeline protocol

effectively reduces registration costs. However, the pipeline protocol (no leave pinned and

leave pinned) uses more registered memory (3.84% and 3.31× more respectively) than the

helper thread scheme. The pipeline protocol (leave pinned) uses less registered memory than

Leave Pinned, due to the bounce buffer mentioned above.

To summarize, the helper thread scheme has the minimum registered memory size in all

cases. With predictable memory usage, as HPC applications often exhibit, the helper thread

performs comparably to the scheme with the best performance for large messages. Even

with irregular memory usage, the helper thread achieves performance similar to the Leave

Pinned scheme typically used in most communication libraries.

5.6.2 NAS Parallel Benchmarks

We apply the helper thread scheme for memory registration to the NAS parallel benchmarks.

Figure 5.11 shows registered memory variance from MPI Init to MPI Finalize for Leave

Pinned and our helper thread scheme. We only show two time steps or two iterations of

the main computation loop (except FT (1D processor layout) having complete iterations)
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BT.D.4 LU.D.4 SP.D.4 CG.D.4 FT.B.4
Helper thread 265.98 219.39 140.59 200.04 79.47
Leave Pinned 266.87 218.80 141.10 202.31 79.50

Table 5.2: Execution time (s) for 5 NAS benchmarks.

to display the variance clearly. The other time steps or computation iterations have similar

variance. We run one MPI task per node with four nodes total.

Our helper thread scheme reduces registered memory by 16.13%, 18.43% and 8.68% for

BT, LU and SP. These benchmarks have communication phases before/after long compu-

tation phases, repeating patterns that the registered memory variance clearly shows. Our

predictor captures these patterns and directs the helper thread to register/deregister memory

on time, which reduces the peak registered memory size. CG and FT are both communica-

tion intensive applications that interleave computation with frequent communication. The

helper thread scheme does not reduce the peak registered memory size for CG, due to its

communication intensity. However, it does reduce the average registered memory size com-

pared to Leave Pinned. Collective operations consume significant registered memory with

FT, for which we reduce the peak registered memory size by 31.0%. We incur negligible

performance loss for all benchmarks (Table 5.2). Proactive memory deregistration (instead

of leaving memory registered until MPI Finalize) slightly improves performance (1.12%) for

CG. On a system with a higher deregistration cost, such as Myrinet/GM [57], we expect a

larger performance improvement.

Figure 5.11(f) displays the scenario that we have shown in section 5.1. Without the

helper thread, the application cannot continue execution since a single task pins 3.58GB

memory; with the helper thread, we can constrain the registered memory size beneath the

memory registration limit so that the application completes.
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(a) BT (b) LU

(c) SP (d) CG

(e) FT (f) FT with memory registration limitation

Figure 5.11: Memory registration sizes of the NAS parallel benchmarks
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(a) Test 1 (b) Test 2

Figure 5.12: Task aggregation tests

5.6.3 Task Aggregation Tests

This section examines the impact of dynamic memory registration via helper threads when

aggregating multiple MPI tasks per node to save power or to improve performance [120].

We conduct experiments with four tasks per node that we randomly group before assigning

them to nodes. Figure 5.12 depicts the performance of FT, problem size C with a 2×8 2D

processor layout. We compare the performance of our helper thread scheme to Leave Pinned.

We report the registered memory size per node from two tests with different random task

groupings.

The helper thread approach reduces registered memory size significantly (49.39% and

41.70%), while also improving performance slightly (Table 5.3). We also find that the regis-

tered memory size between the two tests varies substantially with Leave Pinned, while it is

consistent with helper threads. Further analysis reveals that different task groupings change

the characteristics of internode communication. Registered memory size varies substantially

with Leave Pinned when the volume and frequency of internode communication changes

due to poor task placement. By managing memory through helper threads, we can reduce

registered memory independently of how tasks are grouped.
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Test 1 Test 2
Helper thread 102.62 102.64
Leave Pinned 104.05 103.36

Table 5.3: Execution time (s) for FT.C.16 aggregation tests

(a) 16 processes (b) 32 processes (c) 64 processes

Figure 5.13: Strong scaling tests

5.6.4 Scaling Tests

We extend our analysis to larger system scales to investigate how our memory registration

scheme behaves as the node count changes. Figure 5.13 displays the results of FT with a

1D layout and one task per node under strong scaling (maintaining the same total problem

size for all node counts). Although the registered memory size decreases as we increase the

process count, as expected, our memory registration scheme achieves proportional memory

savings in all cases. We save 33.19% for 16 nodes, 34.08% for 32 nodes and 31.70% for 64

nodes. Figure 5.14 displays results with weak scaling, which adjusts the input problem size

to keep the workload per task approximately constant. Unlike the strong scaling tests, the

weak scaling tests have an almost constant registered memory size as we increase the process

count. We save 33.05%, 34.08%, and 33.09% for 16 nodes, 32 nodes and 64 nodes. Because

the workload per task is approximately stable, each task has approximately the same amount

of data to communicate across all scales. In all cases, our scheme reduces registered memory

size at comparable performance (Table 5.4).
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(a) 16 processes (b) 32 processes (c) 64 processes

Figure 5.14: Weak scaling tests
Strong Scaling (node number)

16 32 64
Helper thread 2082.73 1055.95 519.57
Leave Pinned 2085.86 1056.00 518.53

Weak Scaling (node number)
16 32 64

Helper thread 1041.58 1055.95 1093.16
Leave pinned 1039.46 1056.00 1092.23

Table 5.4: Execution time (s) of FT scaling tests.

5.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a novel scalable memory registration/deregistration scheme to reduce

registered memory sizes for RDMA-based communication on HPC clusters based on multi-

core processors. We leverage a helper thread to register and to deregister user buffers accord-

ing to a registration time prediction. Our approach reduces the amount of registered memory

while avoiding memory registration/deregistraton overhead, a result that prior methods can-

not achieve. We design a context-aware predictor to provide highly accurate time prediction.

By combining information from the current call site and adjacent communication call sites,

the predictor captures repeated communication patterns from complex program structures.

We presented a time-oriented helper thread design. Our design delays memory registration

and avoids the accumulation of registered memory. We discussed design issues, such as syn-

chronization, how to minimize the latency introduced to the communication critical path,

and how to reduce the resource requirements of helper threads. These design issues are
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important for applying helper threads to offload non-data-related communication overheads

in MPI [13]. We investigate how to distribute helper threads between limited idle cores to

minimize registered memory size. We apply our framework to the NAS parallel benchmarks

and reduced registered memory by 23.62% on average and up to 49.39%. Our mechanisms

outperform existing memory efficient solutions and achieve similar performance while using

much less memory than existing high performance solutions.
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Chapter 6

Future Work

In the previous chapters, we covered a number of methods and technologies to enable scalable

and energy efficient execution of parallel applications on multicore systems. However, there

is still a wide variety of future projects. We discuss them in this chapter.

6.1 Dynamic Concurrency Throttling on NUMA Mul-

ticore Systems

Microprocessor design is moving toward putting the memory controller on the same die as

the CPU [98, 160]. On-chip memory controllers introduce Non-Uniform Memory Access

(NUMA) to SMPs, because cores experience lower latency when accessing memory attached

to the memory controller on their chip than when accessing memory attached to another

chip. In addition, with the increasing number of cores per chip, multiple memory controllers

that can be located in different parts of the chip will be introduced to avoid bottlenecks

with on-chip memory controllers. The presence of multiple memory controllers will cause

asymmetric access latencies for cores within the socket.

Our current DCT policy does not consider the memory design in NUMA multicores and
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has the potential of the performance loss when applying DCT at a fine granularity. In

particular, the default memory policy on many OSs is first-touch. Under this policy, a page

of data is allocated in the memory of the first core to touch a word of the page [129]. So if we

change the number of threads across OpenMP phases, either during sampling iterations or

non-sampling iterations, we have the risk of accessing data in non-local memory and suffering

performance loss.

To solve the above problem, we must expose more architecture information to our runtime

system. When the concurrency configuration must be changed across OpenMP phases, the

data location should be considered, so that we can always have a lower latency of data access.

6.2 Communication Performance Prediction for Task

Aggregation

As we aggregate multiple MPI tasks within the same node, communication operations can

happen concurrently and interfere with each other. As we have discussed in section 4.3, our

current method is based on static analysis to learn the proximity of MPI communication

calls and then to predict a performance upper bound. We do not precisely know the state of

the system when a communication event happens. Here, the state of the system at any time

is a combination of the best achievable bandwidths and latencies and traffic in the network.

We can derive the state of the system by replaying the communication and computation

event traces (including time information).

Motivated by prior work [14, 174], we can develop a simulator to improve the prediction

accuracy of communication performance. The simulator replays the communication events

captured in MPI program traces. To estimate the communication performance for untested

aggregation patterns, we replace the computation times in the event traces collected from
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Figure 6.1: Performance prediction for untested aggregation patterns

sample aggregation patterns with the predicted computation time, so that we can estimate

the state of the system when the communication event happens. Based on the more accurate

description of the state of the system from the simulator, our input parameters (section 4.3)

for the prediction table can better capture the performance of concurrent communication.

The whole prediction process for communication performance is depicted in Figure 6.1.

6.3 Medium-Grain Concurrency Throttling

In Section 3.1, we researched the performance implications of concurrency throttling. One

important conclusion we reached is that the previous DCT method (i.e., fine-grain DCT)

can suffer from performance loss due to cache misses caused by the change of concurrency

configuration. To solve the problem, we proposed a one phase approach, a coarse-grain

DCT. Although our one phase approach avoids performance loss, it might lose the optimal

concurrency configuration, from which we can get better performance. The optimal con-
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Figure 6.2: DCTs with different granularity

currency configuration may require medium-grain concurrency throttling, where OpenMP

phases are appropriately clustered and use the same concurrency configuration within the

cluster to avoid cache misses. Different clusters of OpenMP phases use different concurrency

configurations to achieve optimal performance. We depict different granularities for DCT in

Figure 6.2.

To identify the appropriate concurrency cluster, we must extend our DCT performance

model. The current model only considers the performance of single OpenMP phases and ig-

nores the impact of previous OpenMP phases. The new model should capture those factors

that determine the interactions of neighbor OpenMP phases. The model should be able to

avoid any performance loss caused by cache misses across the OpenMP phase clusters. Al-

ternatively, it should predict the performance benefit that is sufficient to offset the potential

performance loss of cache misses, so that using DCT still improves performance.
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6.4 Power-Aware Task Aggregation for Hybrid Pro-

gramming Models

In Chapter 3, we discussed power-aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming models with

the assumption that each node has only one MPI task. In Chapter 4, we discussed power-

aware MPI task aggregation with emphasis on single MPI programming model. Based on the

research from these two chapters, we further propose power-aware task aggregation for the

hybrid programming model. In other words, we allow the placement of multiple MPI tasks

within the same node, with each MPI task potentially using OpenMP directives to parallelize

computation. Chapters 3 and 4 in fact are the subset of this new research, because they

assume either the number of tasks per node or the number of computing threads per task is

one.

Our new research will extend the space available for multicore resource management

by adding a new dimension, i.e., determining the appropriate ratio of task and computing

threads. The new dimension provides a new opportunity to study power-aware computing.

It also poses new challenges for performance modeling. We must capture those factors that

impact both multithreading efficiency and task scaling. The previous communication perfor-

mance model for task aggregation might be reusable, because multithreading computation

can have little impact on communication performance.

6.5 Effects of Task Aggregation on Networking

Chapter 4 discussed power-aware task aggregation. Servers and their processors are the tar-

gets to improve energy efficiency, because they are today’s primary power consumers. We

ignore the effects of task aggregation on networking. However, the impact of network power

in a target system is becoming a significant fraction of the total system power. The intercon-
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nection network in HPC systems or data centers can contribute to around 30% [122] and up

to 50% [2] of the total system power. The emergence of faster storage technologies, like flash

and phase-change memory [34, 79], drives the increase of cluster network bandwidth, which in

turn requires significantly more switching chips with faster and more power-consuming links.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider aggregation effects on networking power consumption

when we deploy our task aggregation framework in future HPC systems.

There are two interesting topics in this research field. The first is power-aware dynamic

networking topology changes. We can selectively disable links to change the network topology

to adapt to task aggregation requirements to save energy. This adaptation would require

the changes to routing algorithms. We then must evaluate how effectively we can change

the algorithm to avoid performance degradations. The second topic considers the problem

in the opposite way. Instead of changing the topology, we could distribute tasks according

to network topology. By distributing tasks wisely, we can better leverage bandwidth and

probably disable more links in order to save energy.

6.6 Heterogeneous Power-Aware Hybrid MPI/OpenMP

OpenMP, a platform-independent programming model, has been established for years for

programming shared-memory parallel computers. With the emerging of heterogeneous com-

puting environment, OpenMP has been extended to other hardware, such as GPUs [116, 117].

This extension of OpenMP provides a new dimension of energy saving for the hybrid

MPI/OpenMP programming model. Besides leveraging concurrency throttling to save en-

ergy, we can choose the appropriate hardware on which to perform computation (i.e., OpenMP

phases) to save energy. Although GPUs requires significant power [43], they can greatly im-

prove performance of some computation. If the performance benefits offset the extra power

consumption, offloading work to GPUs can potentially lead to energy saving, since energy is
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the product of power and execution time. To determine when offloading work is beneficial,

we must extend our current performance and power models to include GPU architectures.

With the extension of OpenMP, we can also make this offloading transparent by using pre-

compiled GPU computation kernels.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The popularity of multicore architectures demands reconsideration of high performance ap-

plication and system designs. Scalable and power-aware execution of parallel applications

are two major challenges on multicores. This dissertation presents a series of methods and

techniques to solve the problems of scalability and energy efficiency for high-end computing

systems. We start with research into a power-aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming

model, based on the observation that the hybrid MPI/OpenMP model is gaining popularity.

Then, we study power-aware MPI task aggregation, with the goal to improve energy effi-

ciency further. Since task aggregation can impose scalability concerns on shared resources,

we need a scalable system design. Therefore, in the third step we pay close attention to scal-

able memory registration for high performance networking using helper threads. The major

conclusions and contributions for the three research parts are summarized in the following.

Our power-aware hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model solves the problem of per-

formance optimization and energy efficiency in a two dimensional plane (i.e., DCT+DVFS).

We found that the performance loss of applying DCT at a fine granularity and propose

a novel approach to avoid performance loss. To develop a power-aware parallel program-

ming model, we found that the effects of power-saving techniques on local nodes should be
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considered, as well as the effects on other nodes (i.e., global effects). We introduce task co-

ordination to account for these global effects. We also extend the previous IPC-based DCT

performance model to predict execution time, based on the requirements of energy estima-

tion and slack time computing. We formalize three strategies of applying DCT and DVFS:

DCT first, DVFS first and the combination. We identify the combination strategy as the

best strategy in terms of both performance and energy saving. We also propose a new power

estimation method that can predict system power consumption for various concurrency and

frequency configurations. To leverage our model, we develop a runtime system and classify

hybrid applications in order to facilitate the identification of slack time and to characterize

the slack available for DVFS, considering both intra-node and inter-node interaction effects.

By applying our system to realistic applications at a large scale (up to 1024 cores), we

achieve substantial energy savings (8.74% on average and up to 13.8%) with either perfor-

mance gain (up to 7.5%) or negligible performance loss. Our scaling study demonstrates

that power saving opportunities continue or increase under weak scaling but diminish under

strong scaling.

We further research power-aware MPI task aggregation. To predict the impact of task

aggregation, we propose a series of methods and techniques. We first predict computation

performance. We base our prediction on the information collected from sample aggregation

patterns. From this information we learn execution properties and predict the performance

of untested aggregation patterns. We then identify a task grouping problem, on which

communication performance relies. By appropriately grouping tasks, we can improve com-

munication performance for a specific aggregation pattern. We formalize the task grouping

problem and map it to a classic graph partitioning problem. Given the task grouping, we

predict an upper bound of communication time for different aggregation levels. The predic-

tion method is based on our analysis of the effects of concurrent inter-task communication.

The prediction method abstracts the characteristics of concurrent communication and builds
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a prediction table. We reduce the space that we must consider for the table by considering

task placements with small performance differences as symmetric. We evaluate our method

across different aggregation patterns on system scales of up to 1024 cores. Our methods lead

to substantial energy saving through aggregation (64.87% on average and up to 70.03%) with

tolerable performance loss (under 5%). We observe increasing energy saving opportunities

that allow more intensive task aggregation under strong scaling.

Scalable memory registration is based on an observation that the demand for registered

memory grows linearly with the number of processes on the node while the registered memory

is a precious resource. We propose a novel helper thread strategy to reduce the size of

registered memory for high-performance networking. The helper thread offloads memory

registration and deregistration from the main application thread. The helper thread identifies

the periodicity of memory registration and relies on a communication context-aware predictor

to predict registration time. The predictor achieves higher accuracy with a shorter learning

process, compared to the state-of-art periodicity-based predictor. Our helper thread employs

a unique time-oriented design. In particular, we formalize the memory registration and

deregistration conditions, and quantify the execution time of each operation. We choose

the right operations to perform according to the time requirement of memory registration.

To implement our helper thread, we discuss several issues to avoid increasing critical path

latencies when using a communication helper thread, including synchronization between the

helper thread and the main thread and overhead analysis. To dedicate idle cores to helper

thread efficiently, we study two policies, aggressive and conservative. We discuss which

policy performs better with specific application characteristics. We also perform a detailed

study of registered memory usage of large-scale parallel applications under strong and weak

scaling. We found that by managing memory through helper threads we can reduce registered

memory independent of how tasks are grouped. We evaluate our method and significantly

reduce the registered memory (23.62% on average and up to 49.39%) and avoid memory
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registration/deregistration cost for reused communication memory. Our system enables the

execution of the application inputs, that could not otherwise run to completion with the

memory registration limitation.
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